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PROLOGUE: 
  

Welcome to this special report!  

  

I am very excited to officially release this for you and the world - 

even though it kind of came as a necessity while I was working on a 

different project (Φotonic Beauty). 

  

Like myself, you're probably a seeker. I, myself have always sought a 

deeper truth into things like life, beauty, sex, creation, consciousness 

and God....the nature of reality. You may also have an appreciation 

for science and even aspects of religion/s, yet also feel that there are 

some inherent limitations with it like I did. 

  

What makes something so beautiful in nature or human life that it 

transcends its physical nature into another realm?  

  

Is there such a thing as God? 

  

How is all of this possible? How are some things so powerful, mythic 

and wondrous? What created it all? 

  

Is there really something more than just the mechanical universe? 

  

How is it that there is both the mundane and mystical/magical? 

  



If we are just biological beings, then how is it that some people have 

accepted something 'greater'...something seemingly 'closer to source' 

integrated into themselves like stars and starlets? 

  

Like many people; I was brought up in a fairly religious background: 

Pentecostal Christian in my case (however we also went to Protestant 

churches here and there in central Wisconsin, USA).  

  

Interestingly; I got to see some things that would defy Science when I 

was younger and many other things afterwards (like chairbending in 

stillness).  

  

Many of such things would be denied by science or called 

'phenomena'. 

  

It's easy to be skeptical from a purely scientific or atheist perspective 

and yet there were far too many unanswered questions and mysteries 

for me that they couldn't cover...I never felt satisfied with especially 

what was a 'Western' scientific outlook on things. I also never 

resonated with Atheism. 

  

And although I've largely disconnected from my Christian 

upbringing; in an ironic way I am far more spiritual since then 

(although to the church it would seem that I went on a 'secular' 

path).  

  



I think that you may also discover that what is being presented here 

may connect a lot of seemingly disparate things together for you as 

well. 

  

The past 20 intense years of my spiritual growth and now with this 

Theory; I sense things are reunified in a grand sense for me with all 

kinds of new wisdom that is still decoding and unpacking; especially 

considering my integration of the Divine Feminine and The Holy 

Grail; that which most religions have suppressed (I go into this more 

@ https://grailpriestess.com ).  

  

It was a long, twisted, winding road getting to this point, so hopefully 

this Theory will be of immense contemplational value for you. 

  

Often, the more I discover the boundlessness of Spirit (not merely 

limited to everything 'zen' mind you); it seems the less I know....for 

there are truly great mysteries that are both Invisible and Invincible; 

power of the great and small...how connected we are to it all at the 

microcosmic and the macrocosmic scale...could it be possible that 

ALL of it is divine? 

  

How about 'all that is'? 
  

And if it is, would that include the possibility of immortality and to 

truly know what Cosmic Love and Devotion is itself? Hmm... 

  

Note: For obvious reasons, I will often refer 'Uniφied Theory' henceforth in shorthand as 

'UT', 'The Theory' or 'Theory'. ALSO, I may freely interchange spellings between Photonic, 

https://grailpriestess.com/?UT


fotonic & Φotonic as well as between 'uniphied', unified' and 'uniφied’ with or without “”. I 

may also refer to ‘PhB’ as Φotonic Beauty and ‘PhQ’ as Φotonic Quanta (Theory). 

  

With that said; 

  

This premiere of 'Uniφied Theory' is especially for you if you are on a 

spiritual, consciousness or meta-physical path of any kind. Maybe 

you've dared to step outside the window of a certain religion to just 

see things from a different perspective. A lot of people in my social 

circle have been involved heavily in spirituality - and yet, even that 

can have its limitations or distortions that can taint the purity of 

things; Yet are we going to throw the baby out with the bath water so 

to speak? 

  

This resource may even be for you if you are finding limits within 

Science itself (you might even BE a scientist or physicist). Maybe you 

want more security and assurance in the meta-physical or are simply 

searching for deeper meaning. 

  

This may also be for you if you are in moments of existential dread or 

even confusion around religion, spirituality, beauty, death and 'God'. 

No promises, however. 

  

The Theory as it is presented in this book is in an easy to consume 

format. Much of it centers around Part A: The Uniφied List itself 

after my years of being involved, apprenticing, serving and studying 

spiritually. 

  



In compiling such a very powerful and implicated 'unification list' of 

psychic and spiritual phenomena, I want to be clear that I am fully 

respecting all of these for what they are and without judgment; even 

the darker things (at least in this context). I think that what often 

happens in religious and spiritual circles is certain things are cast 

aside and REMAIN in shadows or judged in ways (yet understandably 

so). Well; UT here counters all of that in its open, honest, transparent 

presentation of a plethora of phenomena. 

  

It might be triggering to see 'demons' and Hell's Angels mixed in with 

ashrams, temples and arch angels, yet that is to empower the entire 

concept itself as you will soon see..to bring you clarity. 

  

I'm not taking away any of their thunder; in fact, I'd say that in the 

context of presenting this, I am edifying and amplifying the mythic 

zeigeist of each of them for YOU to explore and contemplate. 

  

In presenting Uniφied Theory to you and the world; I also don't want 

this to only be an egoic thought exercise. I want you to FEEL the 

implications of each item on the list as much as possible (when and 

where it fits). Engage your heart and soul (if you believe in such a 

thing ;) 

  

In working with 'The Theory' and your ongoing reference back to the 

Uniφied List; I would want you to connect to your own gnostic 

experience with any of them...reflect on it and perhaps your active 

and previous projections towards them as you go through (in deeper 

levels of discovery).  

  



Maybe there was an experience that turned you away from some of 

these or some of them do seem to 'conspiratorial'.  

  

Maybe you're only about the Light without at least admitting there is 

Dark in a meta-integrative sense at least. 

  

I would encourage you to be open and feel and contemplate the 

DEEP weight involved with each and every one of them for example 

for yourself and in the collective; 

  

"What have been my previous projections or thoughts towards this?" 

  

"What is the fullness of this spiritual phenomena (that I may have 
been skeptical of before)?" 

  

"If Light exists, could Dark exist also?" 

  

"Can I see how Scientific perspective is limited and does that help me 
believe in this even more or not?" 

  

"What if some aspect of it WAS real even if Science couldn't explain 
it?" 

  

"Am I not connected to all of this anyways and at what levels?" 

  



"What are my past experiences that would also confirm and support 
the overall concept itself?" 

  

"Can I respect its fractal INFLUENCE in anthropomorphic human 
history with all of the energy and influence involved with it (despite 

often Science's neglect towards it)?"  

  

"If this is true, could all of these divine gifts and possibilities be more 
accessible to me?" 

  

I'd question and cross-reference things that you aren't used to, ie.; 

  

"Even though this religion has this one way of doing things different 

than mine (and any self-righteousness associated with it), could I see 

how it could be connected to the overall unifying concept itself? 

Could I respect that?" 

  

"Are 'Conversations with God', the 'Bhagavad Ghita' and 'The Bible' 
ultimately still talking about the same meta-source?" 

  

"How does Science and atheism look now compared to the existential 

and historical weight of these numerous spiritual mainstays?" 

  

"Is it really all ‘cons’ or ‘woo-woo’ magic that can be explained away 

by science?" 

  



And you might want to apply such critical thinking to anything on 

the list from Norse mythology to 'Holy Spirit' sweeping through a 

Midwest U.S. 'Revival Tabernacle' to a reiki session or Goddess 

Retreat.  

  

What if it was all possible - at least in supporting or proving the 

Theory (and the general, universalized concept of 'Oneness' itself)? 

  

What if TV evangelists have been known to do some shady things 

(like have earpieces ala 'Fletch' or allegedly 'swindle') but is there still 

something authentically there with spirit? 

  

Just because there have been shady tantra dakas who 'cross some 

lines' they may have intentionally blurred; does it take away from the 

purity of the source, power and magic itself? 

  

Has there even maybe been some filters or conditioning around the 

full scope of 'God'? Can you see where there are limitations in 

'Spirituality' or 'New Age' itself and yet does that take away from the 

overall concept of oneness? 

  

Of course, from my perspective; you don't ever have to fully believe 

in Oneness, Uniφied Theory, God, Allah or anything else; it's your 

journey.  

  

Your beliefs are your own in your ongoing discovery...maybe your 

outlook is more established or centered around a different theosophy 

or spiritual guide (I make up new words quite often btw). 



  

With the unified 'compilation' aspect of UT; I encourage you to 

contemplate the experiential reality of it ALL related to these popular 

phenomena (of what could be called Spirit-fractal quanta) 

individually in relation to Science. Or at least start focusing in on 

triggering or appealing subject matter...I'd view both the trees and the 

forest.  

  

You can use youtube, google, duckduckgo or wiki for further 'general' 

research into just about any of them and their history. Keep in mind 

however, that a lot of modern reality and algorithms are geared 

AGAINST the divine and especially 'God'; however, there are a lot of 

resources, leaders and guides that are still out there. 

  

So keep your critical thinking active...For example; 

  

"Ok; an annual physical migration phenomenon to Mecca (The 

Hajj)...or is it something much more than that just a 'religious' thing 

from an outsider scientific perspective and why?  

  

Is there something more to all of this than just 'religious 

conditioning'?" 

  

With The Theory here, you want to look at the meta-concept itself 

rather than comparing differences really between things unless that is 

part of your process. Fortunately, the Theory itself will guide you 

back to the bigger picture. 

  



Quite likely you have had some of these insights or realizations 

yourself presented here throughout your life.  

  

This can be used to further refine YOUR 'theory' and outlook on 

Reality and everything spiritual. I think some people will outright 

reject it while for others it may radically change their lives. Maybe 

for you, there'll just be a couple clarifying points that helps you along 

your path.  

  

That is for you to see so get ready to put on your discovery cap! 

  

With this release, please understand that I'm not presenting this 

Theory as 'The Truth' per se; I am however, proposing it as what it 

says: 'a' Theory of Unification (and I think you'll find; a powerful 

universalization) that could very well help yield insights and even 

guidance into life's great mysteries. It may fill you with more the 

spirit of adventure and wonder than ever before with new eyes! 

  

You'll also discover that I am surprisingly respecting science in a 

number of ways as well.  

  

A quick back-story; 

  

During the development of 'Φotonic Beauty' (an infrastructural 

upgrade for the evolution of the Beauty industry and Performance 

Arts into energetic mastery) - and after getting lost in space plasma 

research; it kept dawning on me in this grand side excursion of this 

overall project (and through starting The Theory of Φotonic Quanta) 



that I had to actually develop and present an entirely different 

SUPPORTING Theory that could fundamentally attempt to 'back-

bone' answer everything in the face of Western Science that couldn't 

otherwise be answered.  

  

I was simply hitting too many walls in integrating bio-scientific 

reality into the aura.  

  

I wasn't even getting all the big picture perspective that I craved in 

books like 'Vibrational Medicine' either. Even when I really dove 

into Dr. David Hawkins leading consciousness research in 2013-2014 

(and quite heavily I might add), a lot of the bigger 'connecting pieces' 

still weren't answered in my mind. 

  

So in just being at a metaphorical wall; I started developing what I 

started calling 'Unified Theory'. To me - it sounded however like 

someone else out there might have used that same name elsewhere in 

the world for something else; thereby, during session time (with 

Muse of course), She told me to called it 'Uniφied Theory' akin to 

'φotonic Beauty' (with the 'phi' ‘Φ’) whose name had already been 

established. 

  

You might have wondered; Why am I spelling it with 'phi' (aka 'φ')?  

  

The concept of Phi/φ itself (similar to Sacred Geometry) in math and 

physics is known as 'the Golden Ratio'. This, I feel represents this 

bridge and weaving interplay between what is or MUST be Divine 

Intelligence and its Beauty (as presented in Uniφied Theory). 'φ' is 



either divinely encoded into the Astro-Biological Physical Reality or 

reflected back from it leading clues To the existence of the God-Spirit 

Matrix Singularity (and thus the weaving of both co-existent 

realities). 

  

Because someone had trademarked φotonic Beauty, it led me to spelling it with 

'phi' instead which is even better! Also, it's the Greek alpha sound of 'f' as well 

as the Russian/Ukrainian 'f'. Even when you see it spelled ‘φotonic’ it’s still 

pronounced with ‘f’ or ‘ph’ sound ;) 

Note: V1.0 intentionally does NOT have that many visuals at all (thank you for 

your understanding) 

  

Now... 

  

Many spiritual teachers and guides before have before have referred 

(often generically) to 'oneness' of course; yet, I think that as you delve 

further into Uniφied Theory itself (v1.0) within these pages, that you 

will start appreciating how what's being presented here is more 

specific in concept, more actively encompassing + unifying and that it 

does have unique differentiation points like with UT's (Sub) Theory 

of Creationism. 

  

Uniφied Theory may help you to deepen your faith and possibly even 

provide a powerful, stable foundation for the evolution of your own 

beauty consciousness and soul fulfillment. It may also challenge, scare 

or trigger you in ways. It may HIGHLIGHT concerns around physical 

death itself. It may even highlight where there ARE corruptions and 

hijacking through psychic and spiritual phenomena that actually help 

further PROVE spiritual purity and reality.  



  

Who knows?! 

  

As a Theory, this is meant for YOU to question, discuss and explore in 

relationship to other information, teachings and experience; 

especially in the meta 'Evolution vs. Creationism' debate. UT 

definitely has some voice to add to the discussion. 

  

This incredibly implicated Theory (as you will soon see) can act as a 

powerful tool for your contemplation and clarity in any case. Use it 

how you will. 

  

It is indeed a universalization attempt at unifying vast spiritual 

wisdom and history in relation to (Western) Science.  

  

Even for me, it is so profound and IMPLICATED in the grandiosity of 

its universalization and pure simplicity, that it can be overwhelming 

(not merely to the ego, but to the heart and soul itself). 

  

Uniφied Theory is bold enough to take on the meta-nature of reality 

itself and it simply came from a place of me simply getting fed up 

with Science not being able to answer so many questions!  

  

I, myself have not only seen and experienced real magic (that isn't 

possible 'biologically'), but I offer it myself on the DAILY.  

  



In my upcoming 'Theory of φotonic Quanta' (of which 'UT' is 

foundational for) and the 'φotonic Beauty Book' itself (which will 

include BOTH theories), I will go into more details around my overall 

thought-flow and challenges in developing this. 

  

So, although 'UT' will be part of the greater 'φotonic Beauty report 

(releasing summer 2023); I'm excited about this as a new standalone 

side project that could truly evolve on its own (in its influence or 

notoriety).  

  

But before we dive into the official 'Uniφied Theory' itself (v1.0) 

which will be presented in Part A & Part B with instructions or 

guidance;  

  

I want to cover some important details first because (and although it 

may seem unnecessary), this is essentially an intellectual property 

copyright as the Theory itself and a trademark with the name 

'Uniφied Theory' belonging to Rion Kati.  

  

NOTE: If you want to skip to the Theory itself, you can do so now in 

the consideration that if you are inspired to share or talk about 'UT' 

publicly - that you should probably come back later and finish 

reading the extended prologue (I think that in any case, you're 

itching to get to the Theory itself by now). 

 

  

 



EXTENDED PROLOGUE: 
  

Extended Prologue + Usage Disclaimers and Recommendations: 

  

Now; doing this extended prologue with disclaimers may seem like 

overkill, but it helps people to take it seriously for what it is - as well 

as respects my path, time, relevant authority, inquiry, experience and 

studies into such a quantum task.  

  

I had the thought last night (at time of writing) that it has been 9 

years since the double Chair-bender experience in stillness (with 

yang chi) and then I went to a hidden ashram in Asia to sit with an 

enlightened master (and that week had my Crown chakra activated 

by him). It's been quite a spiritual journey since then filled with 

immense growth (although most of it I directly attribute to my 

greatest teacher, the Archetypal Muse)! 

  

If you're new to me, there's more to say on my main site About page, 

yet I'll say that it might be of interest that I'm the first known person 

to ever translate and synthesize the Gene Keys spectrum of 

consciousness into practical and working beauty essences in the 

visual spectrum of auric light.  

  

This also means that there are more than the basic elemental chi 

essences (yin, yang, water, earth..) AS subtle yet true signatures of 

vibration and light radiance. 

  

https://sexychi.com/about-rion-kati/


My Theory of φotonic Quanta (secondary after from 'UT') will go 

into this in more detail. Btw; Gene Keys (founded by Richard Rudd) 

was influenced from the ancient 'I Ching' and Human Design.  

  

I'm the first known person to do supportive spectrum of 

consciousness DNA (Gift and Siddhic) activations through the lesser 

known form of Invocation with the Gene Keys (I'm now also a 

certified Gene Keys Guide and have been doing hologenetic profile 

readings for years).  

  

Mostly in the past 1/2 decade (and in living a very practical, service- 

oriented spirituality); I've been doing hundreds of remote energy 

healing and archetype activations and essence makeovers for years 

with paying clients around the world (here’s some Rion 

testimonials)..so bringing these Theories really helps to 

STRENGTHEN the meta-physical and practical foundation of it all. 

Just HOW is quantum remote energy work possible? I couldn't even 

find the solid answers in quantum physics. 

Again; this foundational integration alone (for the future of the 

Beauty and Performance Arts industries) is getting further 

empowered by the upcoming 'φotonic Quanta Theory' which will be 

in the Photonic Beauty report. 

  

It is my intent that this 'Uniφied Theory' (which I am spelling and 

trademarking as 'Uniφied Theory') can be taken seriously and openly 

shared as its own stand-alone Theory to be talked about in spiritual, 

theologian, political, social, physics, meta-physics, SCIENTIFIC and 

intellectual circles freely and comparatively; online, in coffee shops, 

forums, reddit...even classrooms, labs and universities.  

https://genekeys.com/ref/1901/
https://sexychi.com/testimonials/?ut
https://sexychi.com/testimonials/?ut


  

Once you know enough about 'UT', you can talk about excerpts or 

tenets of it in dialogue, inquiry and contemplation with others. It is 

meant to be FREELY and openly discussed, questioned and shared.  

  

You may even want to start a Reddit thread or something (of which 

you are free to post excerpts taken from this book with the 

attribution credit ie. at the very bottom of the report itself). You are 

empowered to do so even as a skeptic (just do it all the enough respect 

to the Theory itself please). 

 

You can also share any testimonial about 'UT' with me like in FB DM or on my 

Facebook wall (in the understanding that if it's a direct message testimonial on 

its own, I may use your statement with your initials to further promote the free 

concept of 'UT' publicly). If you share a testimonial on my wall or a wallpost as 

public, understand that I may use your full name associated with promoting 

'UT' (which you can always request to rescind entirely or with initials instead). 

  

Again; I encourage you as you delve into it to integrate aspects of 

'The Theory' into your life where it fits and perhaps return back to it 

for further contemplation. 

  

If (or when) the Theory itself may gain more traction, I may be open 

to qualified interviews later around the subject matter. I can be 

followed or messaged @ https://facebook.com/rion.kati 

  

Although it is obvious that much of content in 'UT' is universal in 

human history and context; you will find that it is a unique and novel 

https://facebook.com/rion.kati


representation in HOW it's presenting things as well as with the 

novel insights that it offers. 

 

Interestingly; the window for V1.0 to get out is now in mid/late June 

2023 as we are see a newly updated Schumann Resonance.  

 
  

Undoubtedly, the new increases of photonic solar and galactic quanta is mixing 

with Spirit to bring new codes because of the interplay between both realities 

(as per Theory). The increase in high frequency solar quanta no doubt is 

helping me clarify the PhQ theory). Yesterday morning during a solstice 

activation for a client, I literally saw photonic quanta RAYS and a multi-

colored halo around a light bulb on the ceiling at the start of her session (I've 

also been seeing astral phenomena in my room at night quite often). 

  

With such literal high frequency energy hitting the earth, it's 

affecting the spirit realm and our consciousness (undoubtedly in the 

direction of awakening more psychic and spiritual awareness where 

you may have to drop lower frequency attachments). UT is here at a 

special time! 

https://sexychi.com/appointments/?ut


  

Again; you are able to freely able to talk about 'UT' in your own 

discourse and publicly. You are free to disagree, to question it and 

question me about it (although because this isn't even my main 

operation, I may not answer all requests).  

  

You accept and understand that by asking me questions that may 

bring further sharpening of the theory in my answers and updates of 

'UT', that you are not entitled to any claims nor co-ownership of 'The 

Theory'.  

  

The Theory itself is a non-profit and free thought-spirit exercise 

(resource or tool), yet respect and attribution (when called for) are 

best to be acknowledged, thank you. 

  

With that said; I do simply ask for attribution or association to 'Rion 

Kati', 'Sexy Chi' or 'φotonic Beauty' when it comes to citing or 

referring to the source of 'UT' (if and when asked) and that you 

would not present this anywhere as your own Theory.  

  

With that said, don't let it hold you back from sharing 'Uniφied 

Theory' with others or where you may already have had similarities 

and agreement with it! 

  

Although I am the 'author' and curating editor of 'Uniφied Theory' 

and Theory updates (which will all be officialized on 

φotonicBeauty.com and/or in any and all Versions of PDF releases); I 

want it to be open source enough as to where it can be critically 

http://fotonicbeauty.com/?UT


sharpened, tested and refined through public discourse and feedback 

(yet through my curation).  

  

If there is a specific and differentiated point of contribution of high 

enough value that you make to sharpen the Theory and which I 

choose to include (on my own timing), I may do my best to cite you 

in relation to that specific value point with your agreement; however, 

keep in mind that I still retain editorial authority and copyright over 

the concept of Uniφied Theory (and such an addition wouldn't 

necessarily make you co-author either).  

  

As the originator; I own copyrights to all future versions of Theory Updates (on 

site and/or in PDF format) as well as active trademark of 'Uniφied Theory' 

itself. 

  

It's kind of like how 'String Theory' is associated with Michio Kaku; 

'Uniφied Theory' (with the 'phi' or 'φ' as f) is simply developed by 

Rion Kati. 

  

I also request that you try and spell it with the Greek 'phi' (also the 

Russian/Ukrainian 'F' > φ) whenever possible when referring to or talking 

about it online (with the ‘ph or ‘ff’ sound). I reserve the right on my own 

timing to and look forward to updating the official 'Theory' itself (whatever is 

released is active Theory). This ‘UT’ will definitely be my most actively updated 

release ever with future version upgrades.  

  

Again; you are encouraged to email or DM chat with me about 

questions related to 'Uniφied Theory' (or 'Theory of φotonic 

Quanta'); after all, it's likely that many new questions will arise that I 

https://facebook.com/rion.kati


am open to receiving to further SHARPEN and enhance my overall 

Theory itself. Undoubtedly there will be many more Theory-Specific 

details to cover in future updates. 

  

Maybe I'm missing some things that would fit in the great 

universalized list itself that you want me to add. Maybe there's a 

study, physics discovery or Bible verse you want me to interpret or 

cross-reference against the Theory (for example). I want that kind of 

critical approach all in the spirit of refining towards higher truth. 

  

Of course, there are countless nuances and things the Theory itself 

will have to be eventually address and sharpen, so be open to 

communicate and thanks for receiving this as version 1.0 in the above 

understanding that Uniφied Theory is my copyright and trademark. 

  

Thanks for your patience in this extended prologue and I assure you 

that once you dive into the power of The Theory itself, it will readily 

be worth your time. 

  

In this book/report as the inaugural release; 

  

UT v1.0 is intended to get the official core gist of the concept clearly 

and universally across as well as numerous important details without 

ultimately covering 'everything' that it will in future, updated 

versions to make the Theory more comprehensive and robust.  

  

Future updates of the 'UT' book itself will be expanded to address 

such questions, insights and so forth. It will also inevitably cover 



areas (quantum physics, bio-physics, DNA, reincarnation details, etc. 

in more prime details including the convergence and tantra of the 2 

realities).  

  

Again; you telling me an area (for example like animal spirit 

reincarnation cycles~) that isn't yet covered in detail is not at all akin 

to you holding any claim to the Theory itself. Also; there are many 

areas I'm just not going to get to in V1.0 because of the short turn-

around time so I can continue completing the larger project of 

'φotonic Beauty' itself. 

  

If there are specific aspects of my theory that I can attribute to 

popular or individual authors (or legitimate individuated 

contributions from people who interact with the theory that end up 

being included) I will do my best, however I haven't even delved into 

all of such nuances yet.  

  

Again, (and redundantly); 'UT' theory copyright and trademark 

belong to Rion Kati. 

  

As far as a more immersive study of consciousness itself; I would 

recommend resources of Eckhart Tolle and Neale Donald Walsch but 

especially Rupert Spira and the late Dr. David Hawkins (two of whom 

have indirectly influenced some of this Theory itself).  

  

Prime Deepak Chopra has a lot of good material as well. Bridging 

meta-physics with science; Gregg Braden and Bruce Lipton are solid 

references. They are google-able. 



  

And it's not that there isn't anything new under the sun (actually 

there is all the time including embedded throughout this report) - 

otherwise how would ANYTHING have ever been innovated or 

created?; it's just that with this, a lot of this Uniφied Theory is already 

KNOWN so I'm humbly grateful to present it perhaps in a new and 

very relevant way to you with special innovative features that 

differentiate it from other attempts at explaining reality.  

  

It's the type of presentation that would have given ME the epiphanies 

I was looking for with so such power in one place to keep unpacking. 

  

I may have mentioned that I think it stands alone and is 

differentiated enough to put my name to it under that general 

disclaimer. 

  

For me; no one was able to really answer 'What is chi?' and very few 

people into spirituality have taken on a theory of Genesis either.  

  

Even when I asked the first question of our group to my Chi Kung 

master in Beijing, October 2015 at some restaurant in the extended 

city as we were being served wonton soup at a ridiculously large 

circular table - he himself didn't really have a clear answer when it 

was translated (to something about chi). 

  

Anyways; I think you'll be pleased with Uniφied Theory on these 

accounts for 'UT' finally proposes an answer to 'chi' that I've never 

heard directly said especially in an IMPLICATED way with basically 



'everything' until now (and the Uniφied List alone takes on that 'full 

coverage connected with all future updates). 

  

From what I've been running at it so far, there still may be 

unanswered questions into the 'how' of things, but if I'm not 

mistaken, there's nothing my theory couldn't (ultimately) cover (in 

future updates). This is because it is simply SO meta-universalized 

(and this is for you and I to truly question or challenge). Hence, I do 

consider it to be a grand universalization thus far and we're almost 

there so that you can test it out for yourself (and with YOUR spiritual 
experience and background).  

  

Surely, there are things that I've not covered and absolutely there 

will be critical tests and scenarios in the details of things to run 

against the Theory however (and with that said); it's absolutely time 

to get this out officially to the world as the core of it is more than 

ready to go.  

  

Releasing it as a standalone starter legacy piece of its own secures the 

deeper foundation for me to get back to developing the larger, very 

exciting 'φotonic Beauty' release (including 'UT' and my 'φotonic 

Quanta Theory'). 

  

How does Uniφied Theory hold up to, resist or challenge your own 

spiritual or scientific beliefs? Or bring in new insights and perhaps 

strengthen your own beliefs (even in the afterlife or heaven)? 

  

Dive in soon! 



  

Remember to keep checking back on φotonicBeauty.com for the 

latest version download of both theories as well as the Φotonic 

Beauty report itself (all latest versions). If you're really into this 

subject matter, you might want to be up to date.  

  

Oh - and IF there's enough request or demand; I might even start an 

active forum for people to participate in (I haven't run one of those in 

a decade or so). 

  

Again; 

  

You are free to ask questions publicly or to me although I may not 

always respond. You can talk about the Theory in your own discourse 

without presenting it 'as your own' (and attributed to Rion Kati 

if/when people ask about the source or when necessary) and you can 

freely share this pdf 'as is'.  

  

(If you use excerpts for something more official online or in 

publishing, then just include the very bottom copyright info please).  

  

You can always send people to my Facebook account: 

https://facebook.com/rion.kati or to the official website of φotonicBeauty.com 

(which will host the 2 theories and the concept of Φotonic Beauty itself). As of 

6.26.23 release, the site isn’t even online yet b/c of my hurry to get this 

released. 

  

With that said; 

http://fotonicbeauty.com/?UT
https://facebook.com/rion.kati
http://fotonicbeauty.com/?UT


  

No matter what, the mysteries of life, reality and spirit are still 

wondrous and boundless; in fact, this might connect you even MORE 

to all of such universal, Divine and human-radiated Beauty and 

Truth.  

  

It may take you even FURTHER into the mysteries and siddhis, 

further into your awakening...or deeper into spirituality, religion or 

even Love (and the greater Truth of God-level Love). 

  

With that said; I didn't think that I would ever reach a point in 

consciousness to develop my own 'Theory of Everything' and yet 

(after 2 decades of spiritual experience) it recently came out of 

frustration and necessity.  

  

Seeing and knowing so much of Spirit as real for years personally; I 

simply got fed up with Western Science not being able to answer all 

kinds of questions or thinking spiritual phenomena is falsiable 

because they couldn't prove much of it (to me) with their methods. 

  

Fortunately; for those of us who sense there is something more than 

science, I think you're gonna love this. Although I'm still a seeker of 

always higher truth, it may be relevant to know that I have real 

spiritual background, experience and perspective that helped quantify 

such a quantum task (as well as all of the Muse codes I downloaded 

because really, this is Muse's Uniφied Theory + Theory of Photonic 

Quanta/Beauty - I am merely her divinated translator). 

  



This is big stuff! 

  

We're almost ready to get started and I'll say that; 

  

My overall intention is that I would love for 'Uniφied Theory' itself 

to become a POWERFUL tool in your arsenal of spiritual, scientific, 

meta-physics or consciousness research. For Beauty, it sets a deeper 

foundation that finally connects Spirit and consciousness with 

Beauty; that which is about to be proven is more than skin-deep. 

  

Oh - one final starter disclaimer is that I have not used any AI or 

ChatGTP during any of this! 

  

With that said; take a deep breath and FINALLY...let's get to Uniφied 

Theory itself (v1.0)! 

  

First, I want to simplify things as much as possible so that you can get 

a short-hand reference to universalization itself here. If you want to 

type or write Uniφied Theory instead as 'Uniφied Theory' that's fine. 

  

There might be a different 'Unified Theory' out there, so I 

recommend throwing in the Golden Ratio of 'phi': φ (again; it's also 

also the Greek, Ukrainian & Russian 'F' with the same 'ff' 

pronunciation). 

  



And once more; you may have heard others talk about 'oneness', yet 

there is much more here that differentiates Uniφied Theory...so keep 

reading and let's make it as simple as possible! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



After our prologue now; 

  

These are the remaining components of the 'Uniφied Theory' v1.o 

itself. I'll continue with relevant supportive usage recommendations + 

insights, etc. 

 

UT PROLOGUE:> 

UT SYNOPSIS: 

UT OVERVIEW: 

PART A: The Uniφied List Of Psychic & Spiritual 

Phenomenae 

PART B: Tenets of Uniφied Theory 

PART C: Additional Discourse & Outro 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Uniφied Theory Synopsis 

 

One Sentence Synopsis of Uniφied Theory (v1.0): 

 

UT 1SS Lilu Version: 
  

Uniφied Theory proposes that there are 2 predominant realities:  

  

1. An astrological, bio-physical reality 

      & 

2. A singular multi-dimensional 'meta' sentience of 'Spirit' that 

accounts for all consciousness as well as psychic, spiritual and 

religious phenomena 

  

  

 

 

Now after the official Lilu (5th Element movie reference) version 1.0; 

let's do a slightly more extended short version.... 

  

 

 

 



UT 1SS B Version:  
  

Uniφied Theory states that all psychic, spiritual and religious 

influence and phenomena (added up) throughout history when 

compared to a physical, scientific model of reality (and its inability to 

explain these phenomena); points to the inevitability of a multi-

dimensional divine intelligent 'sentience' that could also be known as 

the Spirit-Matrix or Singularity of Oneness also known as 'God'. 

  

Note: I'm giving myself the liberty to try out 2 different versions and the 

intention is to keep improving these onsite and/or in future official UT version 

updates (v.x) 

::::::::::: 

  

Ok...so we had our starter synopsis that is available for a super short-

hand reference to Uniφied Theory. (You can share either with 

according attribution). 

  

Keep in mind that all aspects like Synopsis & Overview are open to 

active updating and improvement through time on-site 

((φotonicBeauty.com (fotonicbeauty.com)) as well as in future PDF 

version releases (similar to how I keep improving the world's best 

definitions of 'charisma' and 'allure').  

  

This is something I will continue to update (here and there b/c of the 

value of higher truth). 

  

http://fotonicbeauty.com/?UT


Now; let's go into a proper 'UT' overview. Here's where it might start 

getting more interesting and differentiated (as compared to general 

'oneness' theories). 

 

Uniφied Theory Official Overview (v1.0): 
  

In attempting to answer or cover all possible unanswerable questions 

and phenomena known to scientific perspective in making sense of 

reality (because it was sourced in my frustration at not being able to 

properly 'merge' Astro-Bio Reality or 'known Science' into a working 

model of the human aura)... 

  

UT centers around the simple and yet profound concept that there 

are 2 pre-dominant 'Meta' realities or templates that co-exist in 

tandem: 

  

1. The Astrological, Bio-Physical 'scientifically known' template of 

elemental, molecular, natural and biological life on earth within the 

construct of the physical universe (which includes particle physics 

and ie. solar sun centric-quanta) 

  

  While the other reality is; 

  

2. That there is a Multi-Dimensional Intelligent Sentience of God-

Consciousness as a Singularity 'Spirit' Matrix through which all 

sentient, organic and living things are connected since the Dawn of 

the first sentient life on earth 



  

UT believes that many spiritual and religious fractals have simply 

described the exact same Sentient Singularity as 'God', 'Spirit' or 

'Allah', etc.  

  

UT believes that consciousness and (most all organic life) exists as 

multi-dimensional sentience in spite of individualized bio-physical 

mortality. 

  

UT believes humans are actually higher dimensional souls embodied 

in a human bodied vessel yet carry multi-dimensional layers of light-

bodied aura (potentially) connecting them to all dimensions. Humans 

are both fully mortal and fully divine; essentially as demi-gods. 

  

After the Overview here; Uniφied Theory focuses around the 

Uniφied List and different explored Tenet-beliefs that you can use to 

continue contemplation and critical thought with as a power 

resource. 

  

:::::::  

  

Now; throughout the rest of this report and UT Theory itself, I will 

intentionally inter-change such universalized names around the 

concept of this Singular God-sentience freely. 

  

Other overview thoughts; 

  



Before 'UT' became clear to me through Muse codes (She is a high, 

ancient archetype fractal); even though I'd heard of 'oneness', no one 

had ever even put the words 'multi-dimensional sentience' together 

for me - so that alone I think is worth some deep reflection and 

contemplation on (and I think you'll see how everything starts 

pulling together quite profoundly!) 

  

Both the biological template (which I'll often refer to as A-B reality) 

and the multi-dimensional Spiritual template exist and inter-play in 

tandem.  

  

UT proposes that our incarnate reality is both PHYSICAL and 

DIVINE (and also respects that some things are purely physical or 

inorganic only including A.I. and all classifications in the 'First 

Dimension').  

  

UT says that everything inorganic is NOT actively connected to the 

Spirit Singularity of Sentience yet does exist in A-B reality thereby it 

can interact with our sentience. (A quick example is 1st Dimensional 

crystals and how their higher dimensional properties only activate in 

relation TO higher dimensional sentience).  

  

This differs from other theories that say 'God is everywhere' or 'in 

everything'.  

 

UT says that God is with all sentience (including plant and lower 

animal life) and yet is still inter-connected to the A-B reality as the 

meta-background. 



  

Generally; that which cannot be answered from the Biological model 

of reality, must be possible and answerable (or at least covered and 

represented) by the Spiritual (which as UT proposes, is far far grander 

and more implicated than we may have realized). 

  

UT proposes and unifies ALL spiritual, religious, multi-dimensional 

and psychic phenomena, history and experience as real and or 

veritably possible including reincarnation, energy healing, photonic 

beauty, the super-natural, hell and a myriad of (all) other spiritual 

concepts as listed here within; under the Singular Unity of God-

sentience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Although I, Rion Kati am the theorist (and editor); 

  

I now present an indefinitive, open-source list of spiritual, religious 

and psychic phenomenae that is meant to showcase and deliberate 

the Singularity of the possibility of a Multi-Dimensional Sentience 

with the intention of unifying all of it under one domain aspect of 

'reality'. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

PART A: The Uniφied List Of Psychic & 

Spiritual Phenomenae 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



(For reference; the open-source, expandable, indefinitive and 

curatable (by me) 'Uniφied List' of phenomena is included in this and 

all future versions of 'Uniφied Theory' updates as an active major 

component). 

  

The core concept with Uniφied Theory is that of multi-dimensional 

(and immortal meta-sentience) which could also be called 

consciousness, Spirit or occasionally 'God'.  

  

Because it is multi-dimensional, this (as UT proposes) accounts for 

ALL of the following phenomena that cannot be accurately explained 

from an A-B scientific reality lens.  

  

It's now your opportunity to dive deep into the weighted 

implications, experience and even projections of things represented 

on this list in lieu of the core simplicity and limitations of the A-B 

bio-physical reality (even though that includes psychology, 

evolutionary biology and behaviorism from their perspective). 

  

Further supportive thought-flow will help you to question, 

contemplate and work with applying the Theory itself. UT proposes 

that the rabbit hole with the Uniφied List alone is incredibly heavy 

and implicated; it only gets deeper yet it allows you to see with more 

simplicity, the 'case for' a deeper faith and belief (in our Unity and 

Oneness itself).  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Instructions: 
  

Your mission (should you choose to ya know...follow it down a 

winding zen garden path) is contemplation of the Theory from here 

forward and then with the Tenets of UT itself with a critical focus on 

comparing 'The Uniφied List' vs. your other beliefs or insights vs. the 

A-B reality and science itself.  

  

You can center it around this question, but just let your mind be 

captivated and work with it; 

  

"How else can ALL of these phenomena be possible or explained 
other than a multi-dimensional sentience possibility?" 

  

Or this follow-on alpha question..."Would any of these exist if there 

WASN'T such a thing as multi-dimensional sentience?" 

  

Note: For more of a diasporic experience; I've intentionally not 

alphabetized these phenomena. Here we go!... 

 

 



The Uniφied List Of Psychic & Spiritual Phenomenae 

(Version 1.0) 

 

• God 

• Faith 

• Religion (all) 

• Spirit 

• Consciousness 

• Deities (often simply archetypes or collective constructs) 

• Spirits (as higher dimensional entities) 

• Gods (as powerful archetypes or spirits yet less than God 'as' the singularity) 

• Goddesses 

• Archetypes (ALL; as it relates to their divine aspect) 

• Soul 

• Souls 

• Chi  

(which literally wouldn't exist without this Spirit-sentience connection as 

proposed by UT) 



• Ki 

• Prana 

• Unity 

• Prayer 

• Heaven 

• Hell 

• Angels & Demons 

• Father of Fathers 

• Holy of Holys 

• King of Kings 

• Lamb of God 

• The Observer 

• Omniscience 

• The Great I Am 

• The Holy Ghost 

• The Great Spirit 

• Father Wind 

• Allah 



• Buddha 

• Enlightenment 

• Everlasting Love 

• Arms of the Angel 

• The Beloved 

• King Consciousness 

• Ascension 

• Awakening 

• Arcana 

• The Afterlife 

• Incarnation 

• Reincarnation (yep; absolutely) 

• Miracles 

• Gospel 

• The Holy Spirit 

• Force of Life 

• The Devil 

• Beelzebub 



• Arch Angels 

• Guardian Angels 

• Saints 

• Halos 

• Reverends 

• Pastors 

• Preachers 

• Father (church, holy) 

• Sisters (church) 

• Nuns 

• The Lord 

• All Dogs Go To Heaven 

• "See you in hell" (ie. movie quotes) 

• "OMG" (sources back to where? ;) 

• "Jesus Christ!" 

• "Jesus!" (Lord's name in vain references) 

• The Lord's Prayer 

• Prayer (before meals) 



• Mother Mary 

• Mary Magdalene 

• Zen 

• Kama Sutra 

• Dragons 

• Solar Archetypes 

• Consciousness Research 

• Dr. David Hawkins 

• Isis 

• Nirvana 

• Tantra Daka 

• Tantra Dakini 

• Conversations With God -Neale Donald Walsh 

• Hologenetic Profile 

• Ascended Masters 

• Astral Travel 

• Faith-based healing 

• Medium-ship 



• Light at the end of the tunnel 

• Out of Body Experiences 

• Near Death Experiences 

• Birth Doula 

• Death Doula 

• Covens 

• 6th Sense 

• Ethereal 

• Psychic Energy Reading 

• Quantum Principles of Consciousness 

• Mediumship 

• Clairvoyance 

• Clairsentience 

• Clair-tastience 

• Clairaudience 

• Claircognizance 

• Music as Medicine 

• Sound Therapy 



• Psychic Surgery 

• Prophecy 

• Witnessing (high profile spirit visit) 

• Divination 

• Dowsing 

• Dream Telepathy; (Inception concept) 

• Psychometry (spec wisdom through touching an object) 

• Retrocognition 

• Premonitions 

• Hunches 

• Foreboding Premonition 

• Gut Feelings 

• Omens 

• Voodoo 

• Ordination 

• Lao Tzu 

• I Ching 

• Hillsong 



• Christian Music 

• The Chopra Center 

• Epigenetic Influence On Others From Allure & Charisma 

• Intuition (and all forms of it) 

• All Psychic Phenomena & Abilities 

• All Unexplained Psychic Phenomena or Synchronicities 

• UFO's  

(this one is admittedly a little bit weaker as far as being confirmed as aliens, however 

definitely higher dimensional; I’ve seen UFO’s in Nevada AND in the astral realm visually) 

• The Law of Attraction 

• All Paranormal Phenoma 

• Astral Travel Dreaming 

• Plant Medicine Journeys 

• DMT and/or Ayahuasca Journeys 

• 5-mEo DMT Journeys (aka 'bufo') 

• Quantum Connection (aka 'Entanglement' due to the Unity) 

• Immortal Beauty + Its Light Codes (see PhQ) 

• Religious Education 



• Astral Implanting 

• Astral Warfare 

• Astral Hijacking 

• Psychic Warfare 

• Hooks, Miasma, Implants 

• Spiritual Warfare 

• Humans as (generally) Immortal Souls Incarnate 

• Chi Kung 

• Medical Chi Kung 

• Tao Healing 

• Tai Chi 

• A Famous Kung Fu Master's Secret Chi Kung Lineage 

• Kung Fu (most that mix in divination) 

• The Chinese Immortals 

• Pranic Healing 

• Reiki 

• Reiki Healing 

• Crystal Healing & Magic 



• Magic (of the non-3D illusory kind) 

• Magick 

• Powerliminal Attunements (Rion’s own ;) 

• Religious Holidays; Easter, Christmas, Hanukkah 

• Acupuncture 

• Morphological group influence throughout species like 

birds and fish 

• Sentience Itself (All and yet to different dimensions on a 

spectrum of awareness) 

• Dimensions of Reality 

• The Law of Resonance 

• The Law of Polarity 

• Sex Transmutation 

• Sexual Spiritual Polarity 

• Holy Fire 

• Spiritual Purification 

• Spiritual Cleansing 

• The Blood of the Lamb 

https://www.youtube.com/@powerliminals/videos


• Jehovah 

• Jesus Deeds & Miracles 

• The Resurrection 

• Devotional Codes 

• Divinated Creativity & Flow 

• Faith Healing 

• Hymnals 

• 'Preaching to the Choir' 

• Church organs 

• Tabernacles 

• Chapels 

• Mosques 

• The Vatican 

• Christo Redentor (Rio de Janeiro statue) 

• Taoism 

• Buddhism 

• Confucianism 

• Christianity 



• Catholicism 

• Islam 

• Wiccan 

• Witches 

• Witchcraft 

• Warlocks 

• Demonic Posession 

• Excorcism 

• Divine Interventions (See Miracles) 

• Full Body Energy Orgasms 

• Nadis 

• Bashar (Esther & Jerry Hicks Channeling) 

• Muse (the Archetype) 

• Sufism 

• Tantric Buddhism 

• Tantra (Hinduism) 

• ISTA (Int'l School Temple Arts) 

• Source Tantra (U.S.A.) 



• The Source Field 

• Temple Priestess 

• Priestessing 

• Dr. Wayne Dyer 

• Dr. Joe Dispenza 

• Eckart Tolle 

• Deepak Chopra 

• Alan Watts 

• You Can Heal Your Life (Louise Hay) 

• Hay House Resources 

• NDE (Near Death Experiences) 

• Ghost Stories 

• The Entire World of Beauty ESSENCES* (See PhQ) 

• Spiritual ‘Downloads’ of Codes; Epiphanies 

• Sex Transmutation of Consciousness 

• Grail Archetypes 

• Communion (a la Hierogamy) 

• Grail Consciousness 



• Sacred Reunification 

• Sacred Union 

• Divine Union/s 

• Inspiration for Sci-Fi Magic (Bi-location, Teleportation, 

Jedi tricks, etc.) 

• Unlimited practical creativity with connection to the 

Source Field 

• The Akashic Records 

• Quantum (aka) Remote Energy Healing 

• Archetype Embodiment Activations 

• Energy Healing 

• Hieros Gamos 

• Hierogamy 

• Cosmic Love 

• Sub-Pranas 

• Mayan Gods 

• Etheric Missing Limb Phenomenon (see human & salamander) 

• Etheric Leaf Photography 



• Kirlian Photography 

• Codes Download 

• Codes Portal 

• Lion's Gate 8/8 

• Tarot Intuition 

• Dark Room DMT Vision (a la Tao Garden) 

• Ancient Indigenous Deities 

• Communication or Connection with a Love One who 

Cross Over 

• 'Laying on of Hands' Healing 

• Shamanic Healing (of any kind) 

• Shamanic Multi-Body Detox (in Central, S.America) 

• Soul Transition of the Dying (sensed in hospice rooms, 

seen by shamans) 

• Native American Spirits 

• Peyote 

• DNA Encoding 

• Rain Dancing 



• Hallelujah 

• Hindi Deities 

• Animal Spirits 

• Animal Reincarnation 

• Morphogenetic Everything in Animal Species & Humans 

• The 100 Monkey Morphogenetic Phenomenon 

• Murmuration (beautiful birds vdo ) 

• Super-Human Abilities (in general) 

• Superheroes 

• Gods 

• Demigods 

• Telekinesis 

• Photokinesis 

• Thermal Photokinesis 

• Levitation (although less proven but theocratically possible) 

• ALL References to Magic, Sorcery, Telekinesis, 

Photokinesis, 'Powers', etc. (throughout pop media anime, movies, gaming, 

mythology...things like ‘mortal kombat’ powers are literalized from higher D into 3D) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eakKfY5aHmY


• All reference to superheroes (is sourced also in Spirit) 

• Holographic Akashic Reading 

• Holographic Kinesthetic Energy Reading (Rion has this 

capability of reading anyone in history's chakras and aura) 

• Psychic Gifts 

• Supernatural Phenomena (all) 

• Spells 

• Energetic Leeching, Vampires 

• Spellcasting 

• Love Spells 

• The Power of Prayer 

• Biblical Miracles 

• Theology 

• Theocracy 

• Creationism 

• Yeshua 

• Krishna 

• Jesus Christ 



• Cathedrals 

• Notre Dame 

• Magdalene 

• Sophia 

• Sophianic Principle 

• Sophia Codes 

• Sophianic Consciousness 

• Star of Bethlehem 

• Karmic Retribution 

• Sacred Geometry 

• The Bible 

• Black Magic 

• Karma 

• Holy (anything) 

• Sacred (anything) 

• Holiness 

• The Supernatural 

• The Demonic 



• The Qu'ran 

• The Book of the Dead 

• Priest 

• Priestess 

• Medicine Man 

• Medicine Woman 

• Grid-working 

• Earth Chakras 

• Christmas 

• Easter 

• Chemistry (as in sexual) 

• Kundalini 

• Kundalini Awakening 

• Yoga 

• Archetype Quanta 

• Siddhic Quanta (see φotonic Quanta Theory) 

• Yogananda Center (Encinitas, CA) 

• Monks 



• Air-bending (concept) 

• Pyro-kinesis (concept) 

• Witch Doctor 

• Tibetan Buddhist Monks 

• Indian Temples 

• Kundalini, Kriya Yoga,e tc. 

• Tantra 

• The Crucifixion 

• Greek Gods (although heavily anthropomorphic) 

• Universal Love, Love is All 

• Levels of Consciousness (Dr. Hawkins Scale) 

• Reincarnation 

• Egyptian Sourced Afterlife Dynamics 

• Indigenous Spiritual Lines & Traditions 

• Demonology 

• Satan 

• Satanism 

• Lucifer 



• Ouija Board 

• Evil Spirits 

• Yahweh 

• Devotional Spirituality (forms) 

• Holy of Holies 

• Emmanuel 

• Metatron 

• Individual Arch Angels (ie. Gabriel) 

• Crystal Ball Reading (Scrying) 

• 1-900-Psychic Predictions (which however can easily get 

distorted but still rests in the pudding) 

• The Sophia Codes 

• Exaltation 

• Worship 

• Praise 

• Revival 

• Rain-dancing 

• Sanctity 



• Rapture 

• The Sanctified 

• God The King 

• God The Lover 

• God The Father 

• Blessings 

• Spiritual Love 

• Universal Love 

• Quantum Field 

• Religious Artifacts 

• Religious Paraphernalia 

• The Holy Grail 

• All 64 Gene Key Spectrum of Consciousness Siddhis (see 

φotonic Quanta Theory)) 

• All Beauty Essences 

• Ironshirt Chi Kung (& all forms) 

• Meditation (all forms) 

• Zen Garden 



• Hades 

• Soul+Human Light Body Vessel 

• Temple 

• Temples 

• Mantras 

• Kriyas 

• ESP (Extra Sensory Perception) 

• Telepathy 

• Channeling (as in psychic, entity, spirit or archetype) 

• Mind-reading 

• Cold-reading (often simply psychic energy or essence 

reading) 

• Aura Healing 

• Alien Sex 

• Chakric Healing 

• Light-working 

• Light-workers 

• 144,000 



• 777 

• Sorcery 

• The Kabbalah 

• The Tao 

• Tao Te Ching 

• Bhagavad Ghita 

• Autobiography of a Yogi 

• Ramana Maharishi & other Gurus 

• Remote Viewing 

• Men Staring At Goats 

• Judaism 

• Protestantism 

• Mormonism 

• Communion (church ritual) 

• Halloween 

• The Unholy 

• Day of the Dead (dia de los muertos) 

• φotonic Quanta 



• φotonic Beauty 

• Radiance (human; beauty) 

• New Age Spirituality 

• Divinity 

• Gene Keys 

• Astrology (albeit a fusion interpretation with A-B reality) 

• Dharma 

• Divine Masculine Qualities 

• Divine Feminine Qualities 

• Maya (the Illusion) 

• Samadhi 

• Samsara 

• Sanskaras 

• Gaia 

• Greek and Roman Gods (as an anthropomorphic lens on divinity) 

• Mother Nature 

• Faeries & Elves (Generally as Benevolent 4D Astral spirits) 

• Sons and Daughters of God 



• Principalities 

• Essence 

• Aristotle 

• Yogi Bhajan 

• Rumi 

• Osho 

• Allure 

• The Mystical 

• ‘Light At The End Of The Tunnel’ 

• One Love 

• Oneness 

• Divinated Mythologies 

• Tarot 

• All Spiritual Healing Modalities 

• Rune Reading 

• Mystery Schools & Lineages 

• The Occult 

• Astral Slavery 



• Hell Realms (astral) 

• Sacrifices, Rituals (Many; Dark) 

• Demonic Possession 

• Psychedelic 

• Psychonauts 

• Shiva 

• Shakti 

• Tantric Healing 

• Law of Resonance Alchemy 

• Non-locality (referring to consciousness) 

• Jedi Master (although fiction highlights certain abilities) 

• Immortality 

• Brahma 

• Durga 

• Incubus 

• Succubus 

• Babaji 

• Quan Yin 



• Cao Guojiu 

• Parahamsa Yogananda 

• Shipibo Shamans 

• Siberian Shamans 

• Native American Tribal Shamans 

• Pre-Natal Chi 

• Primordial Chi 

• Post-Natal Chi 

• Orgone Energy 

• Spiritual Gazing (ie. Braco; video ref)  

• Sabbatical 

• Goddess Retreats 

• The Divine Masculine 

(Φotonic Quanta Theory aka ‘PhQ’ will go more practically into these) 

• The Divine Feminine 

• Divine Love 

• Mayan Calendar (divinated) 

• Godly Love 

https://www.facebook.com/viceuk/videos/319586335343508/


• Grail Priestesses 

• Grail Priests 

• Grail Magii 

• Spirit Guides 

• Archons 

• The Secret 

• Pleideians 

• Atlantis 

• Lemurians 

• Upper and Lower Realms (Shamanic Journeys) 

• Shamanic Journeys 

• Human Design 

• Soul Mates 

• Spiritual Growth 

• Consciousness Work 

• Sacred or Divine Union (aka 'Hieros Gamos') 

• Cosmic Sex or Hierogamy 

• Speaking in Tongues 



• Speaking in a Light Language 

• Dr. Emotu's Water Crystalization Vibe Thought Experiments 

• Biological anti-aging (by higher energetic alignment, health and flow of chi) 

• Witches, Witch Doctors 

• Wizards, sorcerers 

• Shamans 

• The Archetypes (we'll go into this with Photonic 

Quanta+Beauty Theory) 

• Dark Archetypes 

• Starlets 

• Invocation (of essences, entities, spirits, etc.) 

• Krystic (anything) 

• Starseeds of different cosmic origins (incarnate into 

human body) 

• Alien influence (although almost all of it higher 

dimensional) 

• Curses, Hexes 

• Black Magic, Voodoo 



• Ghosts, Ghouls, Entities 

• Egregores (astral-psychic conglomerates) 

• Sutras 

• Christos-Sophia 

• Cosmic Christ 

• The Void 

• The Holy Mother 

• Dark Mother 

• Monad 

• False Light Matrix 

• Lemurian 

• Cancer causing agents like energetic blockages 

• Chakras 

• The Chakric Sytem (& all related chakric wisdom; 

ancient & modern) 

• The Chakric Psyche 

• Acupuncture Body Points 

• Spirit Quanta 



• Illumination (of Spirit; Soul) 

• Holistic Health (balances and nourishes energy bodies) 

• Vibrational Medicine & Healing 

• Meditation (which on its own arguably proves consciousness and Spirit itself) 

• Portals 

• Oracle 

• Siddhic Sitting (with a guru ie.) 

• Baptism 

• Worship Service 

• Singing Praise 

• Deity Worship 

• Biological Anti-Aging (through energy work) 

• Energy Work (on people or animals) 

• Consecration 

• DNA Upgrades 

• DNA Healing 

• Psyche Purging (see also sub-prana) 

• Healing Powers 



• Mecca (holy city) 

• Jerusalem & the Holy Land 

• The Pyramids (and the Codes to build them) 

• The Hajj Pilgrimage 

• Bethlehem 

• Holy Sepulchre 

• Light Codes 

• Religious Festivals 

• Religious History 

• Spirit World 

• Past Life Memories 

• Seances 

• Conjurings 

• Haunted Houses 

• Activations (a la from a Master) 

• Transmissions (consciousness, performance) 

• Meta-Physics (basically all) 

• Embodiment 



• Presence 

• Radiance 

• Auras 

• Meridians 

• Bad vibes 

• Good vibes 

• Power of Presence 

• Higher Dimensional Beauty 

• Los Angeles name (city of angels; sourced) 

• Spirit of the 'x' (anything; ie. ocean) 

• All vibes 

• Morphogenetic Fields 

• Vibe-truth 

• Preacher-Kinesis ( Mortal Kombat version ) 

• Angel Codes 

• 3rd Eye 

• Psychic Activation 

• Pineal Gland Activation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qVMaOrSpK0


• Oracle of Delphi 

• Mage 

• Magii 

• Eye of Horus 

• Sacrament 

• Egregores 

• Med Beds 

• All Sentient Life 

• Etheric Body Morphogenetic Encoding 

• Etheric Bodies in Animals & Humans 

• Sexy Soul 

• Hands of Light 

• Scripture 

• Chakra Blocks 

• Human Design Bodygraph 

• Gene Keys Hologenetic Profile 

• Distance Healing 

• Infinite Creativity 



• Past Lifetimes 

• Past Lifetime Memories 

• Archetype Fractals 

• Creative Source 

• Compass-Bending 

• Light-Bending 

• Chair-Bending 

• Spoon-Bending (w/o trickery) 

• Ashram 

• Diwali 

• Pilgrimage 

• The Holy Land 

• Sacred Sites 

• Sikh 

• Merlin 

• Sorceress 

• Black Sabbath 

• Death Metal 



• Hell's Angels (pop ref) 

• Guru 

• Master (as in Spiritual guide) 

• Chaplain 

• Evangelical 

• Evangelical Christian 

• Evangelical Healing 

• Holy Water 

• The Cross (crucifix) 

• The Eye of Horus 

• Chi Kung Grandmaster 

• Tai Chi Grandmaster 

• Chi Charged Chinese Herbs 

• Ra (and other Egyptian Gods) 

• The Emerald Tablet 

• Shadow-Grids 

• Shadows in Consciousness (see; Gene Keys) 

• ‘Evil’ Sentience 



• Astral Inversions 

• Spiritual Guide 

• Spiritual Mentor 

• Pranic Healer 

• Chakra Work 

• Auric Clearing 

• Energy Blocks 

• Illumination (Siddhi) 

• Chi Magic Tricks (licking hot iron, brick crushing, etc.) 

• Thermal Photo-kinesis (like Master Zhou has proven) 

• Shaolin Superhuman Abilities 

• Vipassana Retreats 

• Tao Garden 

• Mental Body Stress or Fracture 

• Soul Fracture 

• Soul Trauma 

• The Energy Body 

• The Etheric Body 



• Etheric Imprinting 

• Disembodiment (of soul into body) 

• Astral Psyche Trauma & Issues 

• Embodiment (of soul & essences) 

• Homeopathy (in the vibrational medicine sense) 

• Epigenetics (both 'bio' and 'divine'; we'll go more into 

this in Φotonic Quanta Theory) 

• Natural Grounding (to earth chi with Spirit-sentience) 

• Natural Grounding: Muse Archetype Meditation with 

MVs 

• Kingdom of Heaven 

• Magdalenic Rose Line 

• Soul Contracts 

• Soul Agreements 

• Gnosticism 

• Karmic Debts 

• Dimensions of Consciousness 

• Astral Realm (aka Dimension) 



• Meta-Physics 

• Meta-Physical (anything) 

• Causal Realm (aka 'Dimension') 

• Buddhic Realm 

• Atmic Realm 

• Monadic Realm 

• Eros 

• Φotonic Influence 

• Aphrodite (as Φotonic Quanta Archetypes) 

• Diva 

(Divinated aspect of ie. an archetype in the Collective Unity field) 

• Dark Forces 

• Demonic Infiltration 

• Organic Life 

• Coronations (in many cultures when connected to divinity) 

• Psychic Card Tricks (that really purely on energy 

reading) 

• Iboga Ceremonies 



• San Pedro (Huachuma) Plant Medicine 

• Essene 

• Serendipity 

• Rays of Creation 

• Upper & Lower Shamanic Worlds 

• Angel Numbers 

• 'Sold Their Soul' 

• 'Contract With The Devil' 

• The Headless Horseman (myth, story) 

• Dracula (myth, story) 

• Vampires (myth, stories) 

• Lycanthropy (shapeshifting; mythic) 

• Heaven on Earth 

• Beauty Consciousness 

• Soul Fragmentation 

• Soul-Akashic (incl. past lifetime skills) 

• Soul Purpose (see Dharma) 

• Archetypal Embodiment 



• Flatliners (media related to after-death experience) 

• The Beyond 

• Dark Rituals & Sacrifices (often to harvest life force of blood) 

• Walk-in Souls (freaky but it would exist) 

• Elemental Chi 

• 7th Heaven 

• Earth Chi 

• Qi 

• Qi Gong 

• Egyptian History Starseed Connection (at least the 

possibility) 

• Yin Chi/Prana/Ki 

• Yang Chi 

• Zero Point Energy 

• Highway to Hell 

• Stairway to Heaven 

• Inspired Genius 

• Inspired Creativity 



• Flow 

• Charisma (worth mentioning again in case I missed it!) 

• Rockstar Charisma 

• ALL Archetypal Expressions 

• Beauty Essences* (major feature of φotonic Quanta Theory) 

• Siddhis 

• Spirit of Ancestors 

• Power (all forms of embodied power) 

• All Beauty beyond skin-deep (see PhQ &PhB) 

• Miracle Healings (a la Catholicism) 

• Alchemy of Consciousness 

• Chakric Psychic Implants 

• Auric portals & tears 

• Annunaki 

• Moloch Grids 

• The Force (mythic, storied; yet the same concept as 'UT') 

• The Blues (Music; when sourced in astral+ mood) 

• Moods (astral and above influenced) 



• Soul Satisfaction 

• Soul Fulfillment 

• Spiritual Harmony 

• Intuition (all forms) 

• Reptilian, Shapeshifters (astral) 

• Spiritual Lineages & Fractals 

• Priestess Lineages 

• 21 grams (theoretical soul weight) 

 

WOW! 

  

How's that for a starter Uniφied list? 

 

As a bonus, I’m going to add a wordcloud. You can see the latest 

wordcloud of the list on the website. Note; this is something I’ll keep 

mastering through time and it may end up getting very large in 

dimensions, etc. 

 

 

 



Uniφied List Wordcloud (v1.0) 

Copyright Rion Kati 2023 

 

Larger wordcloud will be available on fotonicbeauty.com (when up!) 

 

http://fotonicbeauty.com/


Yeah...didn't think you'd see them all in one place didja? 

  

(Note: Although others may be inspired to make their derivatives; 
any 'wordmap' version of this is generally also a copyright of 
'Uniφied Theory'. UT's official version updates will always have the 
copyright or trademark so you know it's coming from this source) 

  

And of course there's a lot more out there that just didn't make it to 

the V1.0 list, so I'll be sure to keep updating it for future version 

releases. 

  

Remember that each of these are to be taken as 'more than words' 

and ideally, with the full implicated WEIGHT behind all of them 

(after all we're dealing with very real power and God aspects here). 

  

*Remember that Part A of Uniφied Theory is simply represented in 

the power of the Uniφied List itself that proposes there is and must be 

a multi-dimensional Spirit-sentience matrix to which this is all 

connected and implicated IN COMPARISON to the Astro-Bio 

Physical model of reality.  

  

The multi-dimensional aspect alone is meant to conglomerate and 

'cover' such a diverse range-fan of phenomena. We will go into more 

details of dimensions in the Part B: UT Tenets. 

  

There is immense contemplation that awaits in just working with 

Part A of Uniφied Theory. 

  



Now, I'll just add some after-burner thoughts before we transition to 

the next phase of the Theory itself (Part B) which will be clearly 

labeled. 

  

A few more thoughts on Part A (for v1.0); 

  

You might be shocked that there was all kinds of 'dark stuff' mixed in 

with the Light. Remember here that UT is presenting the concept of 

the Singularity itself which means that the God-Truth 'as' multi-

dimensional (and all) sentience would include an enormous 

frequency range SPECTRUM of consciousness including all kinds of 

hijacked things. 

  

The cons may be that 'evil' is included 'with' God and that may be 

triggering. This is all for YOUR contemplation because the same 

concept actually proves that God is greater THAN evil as well. UT 

would also include that there are higher dimensions of 

consciousness/sentience to get closer to the Monadic purity and 

source of God itself however. 

  

You've got a lot to work with! 

  

Chi has an enormous place in Uniφied Theory and basically is the live 

'presence' of the fluid spirit-plasma platform itself (from which many 

frequency ranges can exist similar to space plasma). Chi and the 

human+soul light-body is central in the Theory of φotonic Quanta. 

  

So (as you may see), this Uniφied List is really implicated; 



  

We're also talking blockages of energy flow which can create stress, 

faster aging, breakdown of organs, etc. as the outlook with energy 

healing, vibrational medicine and holistic health because if there is a 

multi-dimensional sentience, it only makes sense that as souls within 

the realm of spirit - that we would have access to those dimensions. 

  

And on a lighter note; you could even add soul food and soul music to 

the list and contemplate satisfaction beyond merely biological 

function! 

  

As you can clearly see, the concept of the spiritual reality is mired 

throughout human history, myth, media, daily life, religion, 

disciplines and richly in entertainment media, myth and stories 

themselves with endless examples (of how we are more than just 

biological and eternally fascinated by the 'super-natural').  

  

Yes, we often may doubt a lot of things or be skeptical because our 

physical reality seems so real or 'tangible' and yet we can get so 

attached to living in that and its conditions while over-looking 

MANY things (including that which religions qualify as 'secular' or 

'evil').  

 

All of these may stretch you out of the 'normal' consumer life. 

  

I mean just take a look at the Evangelical Mortal Kombat meme 

video; it's EASY to make fun of it and remain a skeptic. Even a Braco 

eye gazer review was on an ‘Oddity’ website.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qVMaOrSpK0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qVMaOrSpK0
https://www.odditycentral.com/tag/braco


  

  

 

 

(empty zen space for contemplation) 

 

 

 

 

Or how about the humor in what is an obvious misinterpretation of 

something like using essential oils for Western surgery (when truly, 

they each have their own role). 

 

 

 

 And yet, as part of YOUR contemplation; what if there was 

something real to it? Or perhaps more important; if some of it was 



real at least once to SOMEONE who authentically fell over because of 

being energetically touched by a spiritual 'wind'; could it implicate or 

at least support the concept of the Singularity itself? 

  

Also; it's not that everything is pure and holy...After all; sentience 

covers a LOT (including corrupt and human or astral interference and 

hijacking). 

  

Because there are DIMENSIONS; there are a lot of forces in the 

different dimensions that could 'get involved' for a lot of reasons 

(which can corrupt and distort greater purity of Spirit itself). This 

would also include what we often call 'evil'. 

  

So the above is important to consider for your contemplation work as 

well...just because Jimmy Bakker and other preachers have 'fallen' 

and it's easy to criticize or 'lose faith'; doesn't it actually SUPPORT 

the greater picture and highlight the split between biological/primal 

reality and the Singularity (even without judging it)? 

  

Just because you haven't met your 'divine union' partner yet in the 

mortal, are you going to 'lose faith' in the greater principle of 'hieros 

gamos'? 

  

Perhaps UT can help you further discern where there is doctrine, 

dogma or corruption but the bigger question is; is any of that simply 

possible if we only lived in a biological based and atmospheric reality?  

  



OR...is it all pointing to something that's kinda undeniable?...That's 

the main intention with UT. 

  

UT itself isn't moralistic, nor is it trying to 'make you believe' but 

really to simplify and present the entire existential possibility itself 

for your contemplation. 

  

I mean if a Chinese Grandmaster can defy biological, physical reality 

and energetically heat up a wet rag from a foot away to then where it 

scalds you when he presses it to your neck (and I've felt it); are we 

going to keep living in denial of 'the spiritual' and 'super-natural' or 

does it all point to a deeper implicated truth?  

  

Wouldn't it all be possible (and even obviously self-evident) if there 

just WAS more than one dimension of physical reality? A-B scientists 

UT generally says would filter it through their bio-frame and say that 

it's human imagination or psychology that is making things up...some 

actually believe that people are 'crazy', belong in mental institutions, 

etc. when in a lot of those cases, those people have a deeper 

connection to living in a different dimension (although unfortunately 

of detrimentally). 

  

Why would the Catholic church even have exorcists? Is it really just a 

'mental disorder'? Hmm...I think perhaps the skeptics should try 

plant medicine. 

  

You and I know that scientists can't actually explain the cases of 

people who have experienced things 'beyond' and came back to tell 



about it (the whole 'Flatliners' concept). They might say there was 

'still some brain activity' but come on. There are all KINDS of those 

stories and interviews on youtube (including on talk tv shows) from 

people who were clinically dead. FAR too many incidents to be 

anomalies. 

  

So in working with The Theory; I'd follow some critical reasoning 

(spiritual) logic with this; 

  

IF A, then > B must be true... 
  

And if you are coming from A-B perspective; then how would you 

answer, deny or 'explain away' these? Do you believe in God or Spirit 

even? How about in lieu of ALL of these great phenomenae that are 

intertwined throughout history with humanity? 

  

If nothing else; you might just find that 'the spiritual' may be more 

involved in your life than you were aware of...but aha!  

  

It's not just that is it? Because we're talking about the DEEPER active 

(and CAUSAL) source of reality and intelligence that started and is 

with us every moment before, during and after life too (for your 

contemplation of course ;) You may strongly disagree with parts of 

UT but it's supposed to help you get more self-clarity. 

  

ALL of what is on the Uniφied List here exists (according to Uniφied 

Theory) because of the 1 God-Spirit Matrix.  

  



With infinitely disparate references to spirituality or religion in the 

world, it can be easy to get lost in such Division or Distortion (and to 

really make sense of things). 

  

UT is a quantum attempt at Unification of everything spiritual and 

psychic because really, many people are conditioned to only view or 

value THEIR fractal understanding of what really is and MUST be the 

Greater Truth of it ALL (ie. Catholicism vs. Protestantism, etc.). 

  

Once you see this and contemplate it, yeah...it might even haunt your 

atheist nephew because there is TOO much to deny.  It doesn't take 

much time to realize that there is SO much that simply CANNOT be 

explained from the scientific A-B 'one dimensional' reality (even 

though there are still quantum particles and invisible frequencies). 

  

Uniφied Theory (if accepted) would prove (multi-dimensional 

sentience) - as well as fully include and open up access to soul based 

and spiritual powers; 

  

Photonic, alchemical levels of radiant, higher dimensional, higher 

frequency Beauty, Beauty consciousness and ESSENCES 

  

And did I mention Charisma?! 

  

Oh and because of this Unification of Spirit; 

  



Both φotonic Beauty & Charisma with NON-LOCAL, quantum 

powers of influence become fully available to you (and this we'll 

delve more directly into with the Theory of Φotonic Quanta and 

Φotonic Beauty). WHY? Because of our CONNECTION TO ALL 

SENTIENCE (which includes RECORDINGS in the intelligent 

singularity aka the 'akashic records'). 

  

This is because if the Uniφied God-Spirit (the Intelligent Meta Spirit 

of all life, sentience and religion itself in all dimensions) does exist 

(which it obviously so seems as it would single-handedly explain ALL 

spiritual and psychic consortia as UT presents); it would also include 

the divine yet practical abilities of things like allure and charisma as 

vibrational truth-aspects from the soul-fractal within the Spirit 

Matrix living in the vessel-temple or soul+body of biological form.  

  

Would you ask a skeptical scientist who only believes in 2 inches of 

bio-photons about this or someone who just gets results from 

makeovers anyways? ;) 

  

All of this; it would prove that we are both divine (of soul, connected 

to spirit) and yet fully physical/biological and mortal.  

  

This is a mind-trip but if you just take anything from that list, in a 

sense - if that exists, would it not also prove that everything else on 

the list also exists BECAUSE of the dynamics of what a multi-

dimensional sentience would be?!  

  



This also implicates that if there is a multi-D sentience; there 

WOULD be Dark as well as Light. Heaven and hell (and I've literally 

been to levels of BOTH in different ayahuasca ceremonies; that's also 

how I literally knew the church was right in that hell is real and it's 

the lower psychic-astral realms).  

  

Let me say that aloud; it took my 'Crucible' ayahuasca ceremony with 

one of the most powerful ayahuasceros in Peru in 2017 (Iquitos) in a 

private session to know that hell is real...that in me experiencing hell 

(and it's also more dynamic than my 1 experience) to prove that what 

I was taught in Christian church was validated (which was often a 

'fear of God' type sermoning).  

  

It was SOUL TORTURE and deep suffering...and you know what? 

(uh-oh; it was sentient experience). 

  

Yep...UT theory is about sentience and although I was facing down 

on a bed 'physically' in the 3rd dimension, I was in EXPERIENTIAL 

hell in the astral (4D) dimension...it consumed me. 

  

It was experience-able (thereby to me proving UT theory). After that 

session I understood where all the religious memorabilia about 

demons, etc. came from...I couldn't even few the darkness of bats the 

same again b/c they dragged me through hell to an isolate slave castle.  

  

Psychotropics let you explore different realms and expanded 

consciousness AS YOUR SOUL-SELF before death to also 'prepare 



your soul' and expand your soul's growth and wisdom. It may not be 

for you. 

  

I'll also add that with ayahuasca; I was also in an atmic state of 

heaven in my 2nd ever ceremony where I felt that if I died I would 

be JUST FINE as I was just awash in the unlisted siddhi of ineffable 

SERENITY. 

  

Btw; another word for sentience is consciousness yet I'm going more 

with multi-dimensional 'sentience'. 

  

So, work with the theory based on your past experiences, your 

preconcepts, your projections, what others have said, what you're 

opening to exploring, etc... 

  

So Part A of UT theory here goes to prove a most-likely scenario 

reality that isn't explainable from the A-B Biological, uni-dimensional 

reality. Reflect upon what experiences of yours YOU have had. 

Maybe the Theory can explain past things in your life. 

  

If the multi-dimensional sentience is true (as we'll further get into 

tenets); yes there would be immortality AND 'Unity' would also 

single-handedly prove that we would have more than just physical 

influence on people from our presence and vibration or light (as 

compared to the limited 2" of biophotons from the A-B concept of 

reality). 

  



Did I also mention that the Uniφication of Spirit would prove and 

allow literally all FLAVORS of Enlightenment in the spectrum of 

ALL consciousness as vibe and light truth (ref; see φotonic Quanta)!?  

  

Yeah....hot stuff...so we can keep Uniφied Theory in the realm of the 

greater discussion and spirituality itself, however more of my focus is 

actively with Photonic Beauty and actually facilitating charisma and 

allure makeovers for people (which of course is connected to their 

consciousness).  

  

Remember; I had to develop this more encompassing Theory of 

Reality in order to explain and integrate the upcoming Theory of 

Φotonic Quanta which allows Φotonic, epigenetic influencing levels 

of presence and beauty. 

  

If Spirit-Sentience exists as 'UT' and other spiritual and religious 

guides proposes; it would would open up access to unlimited Spirit 

vibrational-light power; not merely as behavioral modeling or 

psychological phenomena, but as both consciousness AND embodied 

and radiant Beauty expression (like a star-let). 

  

Of course we'll dive into this more specifically when I introduce my 

'Theory of Φotonic Quanta' related to Φotonic, epigenetic influencing 

levels of alchemical Beauty and Presence. 

  

So reference the Uniφied List as you will and keep coming back to it 

for further contemplation! 

  



You could say that the core of UT theory rests in the juxtaposition of 

the Uniφied List of all psychic and spiritual phenomenae in contrast 

to scientific Astro-Bio Physical reality. That's the centerpiece, I'd say. 

With that said; UT also brings in some other important distinctions 

that would be classified as part of the Theory as 'Tenets'.  

  

Now, it's important to get some more clarity and differentiation on 

what Uniφied Theory itself represents and how it would scientifically 

or theoretically apply to dynamics of the Astro-Bio reality known by 

Science throughout the core Tenets. You may find this also quite 

profound. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Part B: Uniφied Theory Tenets 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Before we go into Uniφied Theory Tenets (which are beliefs and 

outlooks on certain subjects); please understand that for v1.0 and just 

getting it released to you and the world on short notice - that I'm not 

choosing all possible prime areas of discovery-coverage; rather, I am 

simply choosing SOME important areas to found us and get it 'live'.  

  

Future critical areas of Theory assertation as well as expanded 

detailing will be supplemented in forthcoming release updates.  

  

Thank you for your understanding. 

  

I recommend for 'how to use' Part B of the Uniφied Theory Tenets - 

that you simply read, meditate, question, contemplate, question 

around it, critize and discuss the tenets in your thought flow 

compared to the rest of your knowledge, education and gnostic 

experience.  

  

Use the UT Tenets as a powerful thought exercise tool to help get 

more spiritual clarity, discernment, insight and awareness in any way 

you can! Then keep deciding for you what feels right and/or what is 

more clarified as truth. 

  

 

 

 

  

 



 

 

Uniφied Theory Tenets 
  

Uniφied Theory on God: 

Uniφied Theory On Chi: 

Uniφied Theory on Genesis & Life: 

Uniφied Theory on Souls: 

Uniφied Theory on Twin Flames: 

Uniφied Theory on Archetypes: 

Uniφied Theory on Dimensions: 

Uniφied Theory on Other Issues, Death: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Uniφied Theory On God: 
  

The core concept of UT is that all life and sentience is possible (in the 

background of the Astro-Bio universe) because of connection to the 

multi-dimensional Sentient Singularity itself also known as 'God' or 

'Spirit'.  

  

UT defines God as multi-dimensional spirit sentience (and the 

'presence' of the Spirit as multi-dimensional 'chi'); 

  

Note: I've intentionally inter-changed different names for the 

Singularity; you can call it whatever you want; Source, God, Spirit, 

The Singularity also because I understand you might still have 

conditioning around 'God' that may trigger you. I also may mix in 

some Creationary flow to this Tenet. 

  

  

UT says that the immortal God-sentience exists within the construct 

of the bio-physical universe and may or may not have initially 

created it. God/Spirit is the meta context, possibility and record of all 

awareness and source of all possible sentience. The Singularity is also 

'the Observer' from a higher dimensional, unified perspective behind 

all witnessing. 

  

This sentience can both witness and interact with the bio-physical 

reality. 

  



Because of the multi-dimensional sentience, Spirit or God is with and 

through the animal, plant and human kingdoms before, during and 

after life cycles (on earth).  

  

The 'God' or 'Source' concept according to UT 'as' multi-dimensional 

sentience; also INCLUDES the hell realms and all experiences, 

histories, records, possibilities and frequencies of consciousness 

within its multi-dimensional construct across dimensions. This may 

different from some religious teachings that may diverge heaven from 

hell more.  

  

UT is simply presenting that they both exist as realities within the 

Divine Intellegent Construct of God (realms of hell and darker realms 

all within the astral realm and possibly its 2nd dimensional spirit-

equivalent). Absolutely there are different frequencies and vibrations 

at different levels of consciousness within sentience. 

  

Unlike much theology; UT officially believes (v1.0) fully in biological 

reality (as concurrent) and that the intelligence BEGAN with the first 

signs of sentience (essentially the sea sponge many millions of years 

ago). 

  

UT states that the 'God' singularity began with the first sentience 

itself 100 millions of years ago. 

  

UT doesn't literally believe in Adam and Eve as physical; yet more as 

an initial masculine and feminine pre-human template design that 



still took natural biological evolution to run its course as the divine 

intelligence grew with it. 

  

UT proposes that previous homonids were evolutionary trial runs for 

the inevitable evolution of and to homo sapiens and that this was all 

part of the intelligent design.  

  

UT suggests that when earlier pre-humans started worshipping in any 

form, evolution took a quantum leap. 

  

UT believes that the meta-sentience multi-dimensional awareness 

platform itself is with, beyond and yet the source of all Love, all 

religion (as different fractal understandings) and all life-sentience 

consciousness (which A-B reality associates only with biological life). 

  

The platform of pure (and multi-dimensional consciousness including 

all of its frequencies) are essentially the Truth and Eye of God. God 

experiences its own divine intelligence, nature and experience 

through trillions of sentient animal and human soul 'fractals' reflected 

back to itself. 

  

Uniφied Theory differentiates God from the Astro-Bio reality of 'the 

physical universe' because of the 'all-sentience' aspect of the 

Singularity. 

  

UT believes that God-Spirit doesn't require you to believe in it. 

  



UT believes that absolutely there are higher frequencies within the 

spectrum and that there are awakened, siddhic and enlightened 

frequencies that exist at the Atmic and Monadic or most unified 

aspect of Source. Spirituality is experientially awakening to more of 

the Truth of (Spirit) Reality as well as its ineffability. 

  

The quantum Spirit-Matrix spectrum includes all sentience and 

dimensions of sentience historically and in real-time. This includes 

Light and Dark aspects of consciousness, human thought, vibrational 

and light essences, archetypes, karmic cycles, reincarnation, realms of 

heaven and hell, astral and spiritual warfare, etc. and essentially 

everything listed (and more) in the Uniφied List itself. 

  

UT verifies and validates in support of a lot of Biblical teachings as 

well as spiritual principle; yet values the meta-unification of all of 

them as most important, over-looked and under-stated (in lieu of 

religious fractal lenses). 

  

UT believes that universally from a spiritual-sentient perspective; the 

cosmos, space and sun are generally masculine in principle polarity 

and the earth itself is (generally) core feminine. God itself as the 

sentient-construct could be seen as more neutral (although masculine 

in relation to the physical) and yet paradoxically polar of both Source 

Divine Masculine and yet Divine Feminine (Sophianic).  

 UT will gain more clarity through future updates. UT surely believes 

there are Atmic qualities or fractals of certain God-fractal archetypes 

such as King and Muse for example and that not all archetypes exists 

in the highest dimensions for numerous reasons (see PhQ). 

  



Unlike most theology; UT believes there is a source Divine Feminine 

aspect at the Monadic plane (dimension); that of Sophia or the 

'Feminine aspect of God/The Singularity'. This is also known as the 

meta-physical, spiritual source Divine Feminine or 'Holy Mother'. UT 

proposes that God aspects can get hijacked the lower in spirit-

frequency they get (ie. false light matrix, astral, demonic and AI 

hijacking of Sophia as the 'Dark Mother' yet Pure Sophia or Feminine 

God Principle still exists within the overall construct itself). 

  

UT believes the terrestrial earth from the Spiritual 1/2 of reality has a 

soul and Her name is Gaia. 

  

UT also believes that without sentience the universe, suns and planets 

are raw, elemental and molecular constructs going through atomic, 

al-chemical and molecular processes. 

  

Similar to many religious beliefs (which can be further cross-

referenced in updates); UT believes that humans (despite their flaws) 

are the highest incarnate version or creation (in tandem with 

evolutionary biology) and essentially made in the likeness or 'image 

of God' in the sense that humans are the only known incarnates with 

full spectrum access and potentiality to the entire Singularity itself. 

 

UT believes that an enlightened, fully expressed 'guru', star or starlet 

(generally) represents the original avatar template of Adam and Eve. 

UT is also open to the concept of carbon-based bio-bodies 

transmuting more to light bodies akin to Human Design and Gene 



Key perspectiving as well (the year 2027 has something to do with it 

all). 

  

UT believes that God engineered and worked with evolutionary 

biology to allow life to intelligently adapt, grow, evolve and expand 

while respecting natural laws. 

  

Because of the multi-dimensional nature of sentient-God 

consciousness, UT is fully open to the concept of star-seeds relocating 

to earth, soul hijacking and soul walk-ins, etc. 

  

UT believes that discarnate beings can and do exist in other parts of 

the universe itself as astral (4D) or higher dimensional (non-physical) 

beings (including starseeds); and that these would also be part of the 

God-sentience singularity. 

  

UT non-denominationally believes that (the multi-dimensional 

platform of sentience) God is Love, God is Spirit, God is the highest 

truth and that 'chi' essence is the tangible signature spirit-force itself. 

  

UT proposes that the Singularity is included and yet above and 

beyond all other fractal religious understandings and lineages of 

'God'.  

  

The God-Source of multi-dimensional sentience (and Love) would be 

non-denominational; yet UT respects that different fractals have 

emerged which paint their perspective (and often doctrine) on, 

around and with Spirit (such as Catholicism, Buddhism, Islam). 



  

Generally; spirituality itself is said or known to focus more on direct, 

gnostic experience with a/the God yet free of religious conditioning 

or doctrine around it. Although there are different fractal lines, 

different encoding at different frequencies and dimensions; UT says 

it's all still the same source-sentience that makes ANY of it possible 

(and truly boundless). 

  

  

Note: This may actually inspire more questions from this point...you 

are welcome to journal on your own + ask Rion questions for the 

overall sake of further exploration and clarity. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Uniφied Theory On Chi: 
  

  

UT proposes that chi (aka 'qi', 'ki' 'orgone', 'zero point energy' or 

'prana') itself is the practical, tangible PRESENCE of active Spirit-

Sentience itself that gives awareness and nourishes all living things 

(albeit to varying degrees). It could be seen or valued as the 'blood', 

'presence' or 'breath' of God. 

  

UT heretically proposes that chi is multi-dimensional and is the 

active (spirit-plasma) platform of spirit-presence itself. Chi can have 

fluid and liquid crystal properties and host numerous frequencies 

ranges of vibe and light truth in all dimensions. 

  

UT initially proposes that Chi is the meta-form and literal quantum 

platform of 'Spirit-Plasma'. (If you think, this is exciting, wait until 

we get into Photonic Beauty!) 

  

Chi or 'life force' is entwined with active sentience or sentient beings 

and thereby in quantum connection to God and The Unification of all 

Spirit through all of History. Even astral beings of lighter and darker 

frequencies (and astral sentience) would have some form of higher 

dimensional chi.  

  

Not literally existing independently in the Astro-Bio Physical reality 

(as per UT); chi could also generally be called 'Spirit Quanta'.  

  



Angels at the causal dimension and above would also have radiation 

of higher frequency essenced light life force of spirit-quanta 'chi' (or 

'spirit-plasma'). 

  

Essenced Chi has different signature qualities and frequencies of 

purity and truth in higher dimensions which then informs lower 

dimension such as behavior, beliefs, body language, self-worth, etc. 

when integrated into the soul+body. 

  

Within the Spirit-Unity platform of spirit life-force there exists 

different frequencies and essences (correlated with dimensions of 

sentience) can flow and exist through the quantum connection.  

  

Chi exists in higher vibrational and light frequency ranges in the 

spirit-reality (especially beyond incarnation or the 3rd dimension); in 

fact, this is what allows humans for example to embody higher 

enlightened frequencies or flavors of God-truth. (We will dive more 

specifically into this in the PhB report). 

  

The concept of Chi (from UT perspectiving) actually HIGHLIGHTS 

the differentiation between the 2 realities (The Astro-Bio background 

template and the Spirit-Reality of multi-dimensional sentience).  

  

As mentioned previously; UT believes that chi doesn't actually exist 

in the 1st Dimension independently, but actually 'begins' with the 

lowest level of life forms (including the plant and flower kingdom 

and microbes). This means that technically, chi kung practitioners or 



energy workers could sense the active life force (even if weak 

transmissions) from 2nd dimensional things. 

  

The concept of 'spirit life-force' (which UT calls 'chi' or 'qi') is 

prevalent richly and is variable in different forms of bodies and to 

different degrees and frequencies of embodiment. Humans generally 

have the most life force and their amounts of it varies with stars and 

starlets or spiritual enlightened gurus having the most spirit life force. 

  

As a side note; 1D crystals don't actually have chi radiation. UT 

proposes that it takes higher dimensional sentience in order to active 

higher dimensional support properties encoded in a crystal's astral 

and spirit dimension. When a crystal healer familiar with chi 

connects to a crystal however, they are going to feel the crystal's 

higher dimensional activated energies - again that require sentience 

to work with it. 

  

Because we are so normalized to sentience and attached to the 

biological world, most of humanity isn't yet conscious of 'chi' 

although it is very easy to actually sense, feel and work with (chi 

kung itself further proving UT theory). I/Rion can teach anyone in 

person to 'feel' chi life force and qualities of it. Chi is universal 

amongst the reality of all sentience (again; to different and varying 

degrees and amplitude based on dynamics including connection to 

source and levels of embodiment in the chakric psyche and plasmic 

aura).  

  

Chi denotes spirit presence, sentience and thereby quantum 

connection to The Singularity. 



  

In other words; what is called 'The Holy Spirit' (through ie. a 

Christian lens) is a prime AUTHENTIC God-fractal essence that 

would move with and through the Spirit-Quanta of chi (spirit energy) 

in for example a Midwest U.S.A. tabernacle of worshippers without 

ever having to know what 'chi' was from a Chinese perspective. Chi is 

the plasmic platform of spirit presence and again, UT believes there 

are many, many essences and frequencies (similar and parallel to 

space plasma) that can be transmitted with and through the sentient 

(although far more limited in lower 3rd and 2nd dimension). 

  

UT believes that without 'chi' or the Spirit-Sentient connection, 

biological life would perish.  

  

Chi (as the platform presence of God-sentience) is part of all living or 

sentient things to different degrees (and their connection to God-

consciousness). 

  

After all; the organs require to be fed post-natal chi and pre-natal chi 

generally has a biological time clock on its own (as per Tao wisdom, 

vibrational medicine and much holistic health perspectiving).  

  

To discover more about that, you can get into Master Mantak Chia 

and Taoist wisdom @ https://mantakchia.com which has a lot to do 

with vitality.  

  

(When I/Rion was immersed at the Tao Garden, I ironically noticed 

the plethora of 'chia' seeds in the dining island). 

https://mantakchia.com/


  

UT differs from raw Theological Creation Theories in that it respects 

the Biological Evolution of Nature yet believes humans and 

many/most animals are literally soul-entities (as spirit fractals and 

most likely spirit-plasmic at that) incarnate into a biological body 

(which because of the fusion of divine and biological, has a multi-

layered light bodied aura).  

  

UT believes that morphological phenomenon occur in many animal 

species because of the astral 4D connection and their localized divine 

intelligence encoding (such as schools of fish knowing how to turn in 

the same pattern instantly). 

  

An example aspect of chi (which again exists in all but the 1st 

dimension as per UT) would be a form of plasmic spirit essence or 

something without physical form such as a soul discarnate, demon or 

entity for example (or a universalized archetypal, elemental or 

siddhic essence which requires a sentient connection to be invoked 

and felt).  

  

UT believes that chi essences can only and ever be invoked or felt 

from sentience itself; thereby essentially requiring a human with 

cultivated chi/spirit powers (including a non-conscious competence 

in divas or stars with embodied and expressed charisma or allure) in 

order to paint the atmosphere or room for example with a brand 

flavor of spirit-essence (like majesty vibe and light truth for example). 

  

Because chi is the tangibility of the God-Matrix Presence; it 

essentially is THE fluid platform for many vibrational and light 



essences to exist in different dimensions and radiate from Spirit (ie. 

with and through high sentient beings with full spectrum access 

potential like humans and their auras). 

  

Similar to space plasma; spirit-plasma chi as the PLATFORM of God-

Presence is more than just generic life-giving life-force; it includes 

the entire spectrum of Beauty and enlightenment OF Spirit as well as 

the potential for demonic vibration communication as well. (This gets 

into Φotonic Beauty but just reference Ramana Maharshi for 

example). 

  

UT believes that chi is far more sophisticated than has been presented 

for 1000s of years and this is related to the Theory of φotonic 

Quanta/Beauty and the over 100 known essences (see PhQ). 

  

Similar to global energy healing and vibrational medicine work; 

  

UT believes flow of chi and energy blockages are critical working 

information for someone's overall health, biological anti-aging 

(which can be verified), beauty and vitality. Rion's Sexy Chi work 

specializes in all of this (look for the PhB update release v1.0). 

  

Both the biological and spiritual reality co-exist in tandem as a 

perfect fusion and yet inter-play.  

  

This is made clearer in the Theory of φotonic Quanta where humans 

would be limited to 2 inches of bio-photons whereas by also being 

soul-spirit divine fractals; are able to generate far more spirit-



essenced power and light of radiation that can extend to much much 

further and measurable distances from someone's aura. 

  

Similar to many spiritual lines; UT agrees that most people tend to 

focus too much on the 'waking' sentience of the physical, 3rd 

dimension whereas the subtle life force as a fractal of the God-Matrix 

itself is connected to all dimensions. Even the A-B reality's EMF 

spectrum includes invisible frequencies (ie. gamma rays, UV, etc.). 

  

Because chi itself is multi-dimensional yet only existing in and of the 

Spirit-matrix; with the higher dimensions are associated higher 

frequencies and essences which can exist in multiple dimensions 

simultaneously (also again, see PhQ). 

  

UT also proposes that theoretical zombies wouldn't have any spirit-

life force chi. 

  

Chi and how it applies to soul+human embodiment and image is the 

working mastery for the future of Beauty because of the divine nature 

of spirit-vibration and essenced spirit-light radiation itself (with and 

through humans). 

  

UT proposes that Chi cannot yet be measured or understood by A-B 

reality scientific means BECAUSE it is from this entirely different 

spirit-spectrum of multi-dimensional consciousness that isn't 

centered on - nor generated from the solar sun (also see PhQ).  

  



How do you quantify the vibrational truth and light-truth of a 

siddhic frequency radiating such as Univeral Love with and through 

someone's Heart chakra through the multi-d radiance trnasmission 

platform of chi through Western science?  

  

You can't. And yet we as human (and animals to a more general 

sense) can epigenetically and intuitively FEEL it (vibrational and light 

truth; that which we are becoming more consciously aware of). 

  

Similar to the zombie sub-theory; UT states that biological beings 

without soul and spirit connection would be akin to zombies as void 

machines or vessels. UT believes that people have different levels of 

ESSENCED chi beyond basic life force chi running through there 

system (and that many people have flow of chi chakric and meridian 

blocks that are aging them faster). 

  

UT believes that many humans are mostly running on conditioning 

instead of embodying their soul essence chi (let alone other essences 

from the spirit spectrum of Beauty itself) and literally embodying it in 

their multi-dimensional (associated with the auric layers) chakric 

psyche. 

  

Photonic Quanta Theory will delve more into this and it has 

everything to do with mastering Beauty (the essence, not zombies 

part). 

  

Chi is absolutely with and connected to the multi-dimensional auric 

layers at different frequency ranges in the spectrum of sentience and 



has potential quantum connection to all other living things in the 

Spirit-matrix. This is also what allows for quantum remote energy 

work and for example archetypal chi quanta embodiment activations 

to be done 1000s of miles away in real time with immediate (and 

unpacking) results. 

  

So for a bit of a recap; 

  

Uniφied Theory proposes that because of the Singularity; Chi is 

simply the 'life force' sentient 'Breath of God' presence with and 

through all living things (and all humans). It also exists as the 

platform to transmit different frequencies as different essences akin to 

space plasma and yet in this case - all within the Spirit-Matrix itself 

(so sentient to sentient).  

  

With the exception of photo-kinesis and pyrokinesis affecting the 1D; 

chi essences (and their yang power and yin beauty) can generally 

only be felt by the sentient (and to different degrees). More 

psychically sensitive people will likely feel and sense more of such 

truth emanation. 

  

UT again states that chi is universal with all sentience (in regards that 

different plant species ie. would have a lower frequency and state of 

limited sentient connection).  

  

UT states that chi (aka 'prana') doesn't only exist within Chinese 

anthropomorphology and that it is indeed universal as the active 



'tangibility' OF Spirit itself with and through the more individuated 

vessel of the soul-fractal+body. 

  

Chi can easily be felt by Chi Kung practitioners and energy workers. 

Further proof is to test for feeling the direct life force of a person at a 

funeral or in a grave and there will be no connection to life force 

emanation of Spirit with and through that empty vessel.  

  

If scientists don't believe in it, more of them are recommended to get 

into energy work or practicing chi kung. 

  

I want to now go more into how 'Uniφied Theory' states that chi 

doesn't even exist without sentience; so some of this may be a 

refresher... 

  

Chi, tai chi and chi kung (energy cultivation as well as energy work 

and some advanced soul implicated breath work) isn't just for vitality 

and wellness; nor is it just a form practice technique; it is direct 

connection to, from and with the Singularity (or at least some 

accessible aspect or frequency range of and with it). 

  

It's because I/Rion am in the Muse lineage that She opened up a 

world of the higher Truth of Beauty as this spirit-spectrum of 

vibrational and essenced light frequencies. 

  

Stars and starlets simply have more of this spirit-quanta embodiment 

of chi and a mix of different spirit frequencies or essences within it 



via the essence, embodiment and expression model (see Photonic 

Beauty). 

  

Most people however are unable to access expanded awareness or 

universal powers that Spirit would allow them because of 

conditioning, localized self-identity and belief in the A-B Reality, yet 

without only being PHYSICAL beings, we wouldn't be able to 

TOUCH, impact and influence people from further than 2 inches in 

just our individuated auras (comprised of chi) or from our 

image/beauty alone (again; not relying on voice or other forms of 

communication, rather pure presence or beauty in stillness). 

  

Heretically; Uniφied Theory respects Astro-Bio reality in that there is 

no First Dimensional chi when it is without any connection to 

sentience. 

  

Think of it; for 1000s of years, Chinese have practiced Qi Gong and 

Tai Chi yet UT says that it is only BECAUSE of the life force 

sentience within humanity (and 2nd, 3rd dimensional organic nature) 

that they can even FEEL chi (as well as other subtle essences) itself 

which is within them.  

  

It is because of the sentience of spirit-life at all that there is chi ('ki', 

'orgone' or 'prana').  

  

Chi is thereby in quantum connection to the intelligence life force 

Source that exists only because of this Divine Intelligent Sentient 

Singularity. Chi is the platform and plasmic presence of Spirit; the 



multi-dimensional sentience itself. People who have more embodied 

POWER or Beauty, simply have more (forms of and frequency 

essences within the spectrum of) chi. 

  

In other words; UT says that chi doesn't actually exist in elemental 

nature other than any molecular and mechanical interactions or 

natural biophotonic or bio-sentient emissions (but not chi itself). UT 

(v1.0) states that plant and flower life does have their forms of 

weaker, lower dimensional vibrational chi that would generally be 

very weak in terms of emanation yet it would still be there because 

there is a form of life/sentience. 

  

That's right!  

  

UT heretically proposes that there is no Earth or Water chi anywhere 

in the world in non-sentient biological reality (ie. rocks, earth, 

weather patterns, caves, deserts and mountains); yet only with the 

more evolved sentient connection that then interfaces with biological 

reality which would experience those qualities (like 'earth chi') 

interpreted from that individual's subjective sentience of interacting 

or inter-facing with sentient OR raw elemental reality. 

  

UT proposes that entirely barren lands with no forms of sentient life 

(not even earthworms or microscopic life) are not actually or actively 

connected to the Spirit matrix (and Omniscience) and there is no life 

force there unless there is other dimensional activity occurring in 

that geo-location. If someone chooses to visit or remote view that 

exact geo-location, then the aspect of Singularity connection and 

Omniscience becomes active. 



  

If someone was doing chi kung solo in a barren, rocky field they 

would experience what could be felt as 'earth chi' but it only exists 

because of the sentience of the observer/practitioner itself. 

Everything inorganic would have its own science-covered 

emanations of thermal activity, etc. (but not chi independently). 

  

It also means that 1Dimensional crystals actually have higher 

dimensional properties yet UT says these only become ACTIVE or 

activated when connected to the multi-dimensional sentient 

intelligence itself. 

  

Animals would emit 'life force' chi as well however would not be as 

advanced as humans to work with the subtleties of differences 

qualities of chi which are only possible from being sentient itself. 

  

Many animals are sensitive to energy or chi yet aren't as sophisticated 

in their potentiality to differentiate essences as humans can be (this is 

related with φotonic Quanta and full spectrum Beauty access).  

  

In other words, if someone sent remote quantum energy work as a 

specific essence like 'Majesty' (working with that frequency within 

'spirit-chi') to a chihuahua for example; lil' Lupe wouldn't feel or be 

activated in that frequency band, it would rather just feel 'general' 

good-spirit and health support (that would be felt as general). 

  

The 1D perspective resonates and perhaps cross-translates with 

skeptics and scientists. 



  

This is a nod to hardcore biologists because it is purely respecting of 

mechanical and natural forces of nature as their own scientifically 

viewed 'raw reality' dynamic.  

  

This actually respects and aligns with known Western Science itself 

which says that fundamentally there are simply molecular, physical 

and energetic realities that occurring.  

  

You might feel the thermal heat radiation off of lava for example and 

the wetness of water as well as the alchemy of ice to liquid to steam 

(again; all of this aligns with known science itself). 

  

The 'spirit' of anything essentially becomes alive only when there is 

any form of sentience in that vicinity to interpret it. In other words, 

flowers become more beautiful around higher sentience like Mozart 

music or the observance and care of a higher sentient connection to 

Source itself.  

  

There is no yin or yang chi until and only if an evolved form of 

sentience is able to connect to (for example) a local biological field 

and interface with it FROM connection to all-sentient Spirit. Plants 

would be able to communicate on their level to each other however 

with their form of sentient-intelligence. 

  

Similar to the alien planet in 'Avatar'; trees and plants would have 

intelligent roots and be able to sub-communicate to each other. 

  



Again; Plant life, flowers and trees do also carry a lower frequency 

form of chi and are sentient on a lower (2nd) dimension (and living 

out their biological design) yet are still connected to the Source 

Singularity (on a lower frequency band). Many people can feel the 

'life force' of eating a potent organic meal for example. 

  

As plants, trees, leaves and animals biologically die, the life force 

spirit vitality chi and connection to the sentience dissipates or leaves 

them (and really transmutes into something else since energy never 

really dies itself and gets recycled). 

  

*Energy itself is different in the Astro-Bio reality compared to the 

Spirit Reality. Particles, atomic, physical, nuclear, kinetic, hydro-

thermal, electric, etc. forms of energy and power exist within the 

construct of Astro Bio reality and yet within and amongst the 

singularity (and how it interacts with the energy of the A-B reality); 

energy is spirit-force 'chi' (which UT proposes as 'spirit-plasma'). 

  

UT will expand upon this and also recommends (others) to do more 

advanced research into how both of these realities influence quantum 

physics and science itself including that our mere witnessing can 

change energetic reality (see the 'slit experiment' with photonic 

light). 

  

Chi is the presenced language of energy in the Source-Spirit reality 

(of which image and beauty are mainstays) whereas mechanical forms 

of energy (including solar quanta) and physics dominate the A-B 

reality. Vocal transmission of beauty is also connected to source and 



can be a testament of spirit but that isn't our primary focus here (see 

PhB). 

  

Chi itself as the active God-Spirit tangibility never dies; it is immortal 

and simply transmutes forms (and with and through dimensions). Chi 

as the spirit-presence platform with and through all sentience (and to 

different frequencies and degrees) would also emit PHOTONS that 

interact with A-B reality (see PhQ). 

  

Differentiation of advanced chi essences (ie. archetypal and siddhic) 

is because of the Divine Intelligence of the Spirit Singularity. 

  

Again; UT says that it actually requires the SPIRIT ITSELF in order to 

feel any chi (and UT says that chi ABSOLUTELY and undeniably 

exists but only with connection to the singularity of Spirit and most 

readily with more advanced species like humans).   

  

Note: If you want to use or reference any except from this report, you 

are welcome to do so with proper attribution, thanks! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UT proposes a unique theory of Genesis (overviewed next) 

  

Note; Again...I/Rion didn't use ANY A.I. or ChatGTP in developing 
this theory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Uniφied Theory on Genesis & Life: 
  

Unlike creationary theories with Biblical roots or raw theology;  

  

UT proposes that what is known and presented as the Singularity of 

multi-dimensional sentience; a.k.a. the 'Spirit-Matrix' or meta-

religious 'God' (which I will continue to use inter-changeably), didn't 

actually show up UNTIL the very first signs of lower life forms or 

until sentience of any kind itself appeared on earth. 

  

UT proposes that although such singular God Intelligence may have 

indeed existed prior; it didn't begin or 'activate' until the first signs of 

life AFTER the necessary heavy astro-physical mechanics of raw 

earth terra creation itself began in causal alignment with the universe 

and other solar dynamics.  

  

UT views all non-sentience (like land masses, terrain, rocks, weather, 

dirt, natural phenemona, elements and molecular water bodies) as 

what it would call 'First Dimensional' from the Spiritual template of 

reality perspective.  

  

UT would argue that (although respecting evolutionary biology) 

without God-sentience to begin with, there would only be basic 

mechanical, plasmic, planetary-terrestrial, atomic and natural 

phenomena of the A-B construct reality without any sentient life. 

Earth would be an empty, barren planet so to speak. 

 



UT believes that all sentient life from UT's inception of Genesis 

onwards is connected (to some degree of awareness) to the 

Singularity of Spirit (yet may also of course carry their own, more 

localized morphogenetic, characteristic and behavioral encoding in 

mix with evolutionary biology).  

  

This includes Plant and Animal Kingdoms, all species and humans. 

  

Unlike many spiritual lineages that say 'God is all' or 'in everything'; 

  

UT qualifies non-sentient biological or inorganic reality as NOT 

directly connected to the Multi-Dimensional God-Matrix of Spirit.  

  

With that said however, UT believes that all sentience can obviously 

witness or interact with it (including what we know as the Plant and 

Animal kingdoms).  

  

To explain this further (and as mentioned previously); UT proposes 

that areas of land or water that are entirely barren of any plant, 

wildlife or even microscopic sentient activity (which do exist on 

earth) are not actually connected to the Spirit singularity per se; it 

actually takes anything sentient at all (including grass) to then 

introduce Spirit connection as an active component of life-sentience.  

  

In other words; God is omniscient but only to the sentient who are 

then connected to the Spirit. 

  



This could also be viewed as any form of sentient observership 

(including higher dimensional discarnate but directly); it must 

include and be connected to the Spirit matrix and at least one aspect 

of its dimensions. UT Theory DOES say however that non-sentient 

physical and elemental reality still occurs WITHOUT viewership (a 

falling tree does make a sound in a forest). 

  

When God-sentience witnesses a barren area of non-life directly 

however (ie. in remote viewing, higher dimensional connection or an 

animal); then such an area for that time being is thus connected to 

the Omniscience of Spirit. Again; this would practically take an 

animal, a human or an ascended being to be connected directly to 

such barren land. 

  

There are many experiments that prove higher sentient connection 

that helps ie. plants and flowers grow and thrive better and faster. 

There's also the Dr. Emoto water experiments in relation to sentient 

thought intention encoding for there is great inter-play between both 

realities. 

  

Omniscience is only omniscience as an aspect of the Consciousness 

Singuarity itself and requires at least something sentient to be 

connected to the Singularity itself to introduce the possibility (in that 

A-B geo-location of non-sentience).  

  

In other words, a rock cannot experience omniscience, nor can an 

earthworm practically experience omniscience because (although 

sentient), the earthworm is at a lower 2nd dimensional level of 

awareness in the spectrum of multi-dimensional consciousness itself. 



Most humans wouldn't practically experience omniscience because it 

is an aspect of the higher planes to which they have POTENTIAL 

access to but very few have practical access to (even though they are 

connected to Source). 

  

Spirit can have influence on lower dimensional and even inorganic 

nature and vice versa (including at A-B reality atomic and sub-atomic 

levels) because of the interplay between the 2 realities.  

  

An A-B reality non-sentient 'rainbow' can light up someone's state of 

consciousness and spirit (humans also include emotional, social and 

intellectual intelligence yet as a FUSION of both realities; again here, 

we're more focused directly on the spiritual). 

  

UT respects the full evolutionary biological timeline of life on earth 

(again including all genetic and biological evolution of species), yet 

proposes that all concurrent biological sentience (from Uniφied 

Theory perspectiving as 2D on up) is connected to the Unity of the 

Spirit Matrix of God-consciousness itself (as per its different 

dimensions of consciousness or higher frequencies of sentience). 

  

UT fully respects the Astro-Biological Physical understanding of the 

Universe including Newtonian, Darwinian and Einsteinian physics, 

natural science, weather patterns, extinction of the dinosaurs, 

elements, species evolutions, mathematics and quantum particle 

physics, etc.  

  



UT respects genetic evolution from A-B perspectiving; however, 

would suggest that genetic evolution and potential (in all species) is a 

symphonic mix of both Spirit Creationary Intelligence and Biological 

reality. 

  

It also fully respects the sun as center of the (A-B) solar system as 

well as recognizing the Electro Magnetic Spectrum; however, UT 

simply proposes that the Astro-Bio reality is limited and there are far 

too many things (especially that are deemed higher dimensional) that 

cannot be answered or measured from or by Science from that model 

of reality.  

  

(This also explains why A-B reality beauty consultants cannot explain 

or measure charisma or allure; see 'Photonic Beauty'). 

  

UT proposes that there is an entirely different spectrum of reality as 

consciousness or the multi-dimensional sentience of Spirit or God 

with, through and BETWEEN all living things (as well as the 

reincarnation cycle of spirits, etc.).  

  

This spectrum of spirit-frequency based reality also has its own 

vibrational and light radiation phenomena that doesn't center on the 

sun or its photonic power (Photonic Quanta Theory will go more into 

this). 

  

This is because these 2 templates of reality that UT proposes (the 

biological and mortal incarnate background vs. the spiritual & multi-



dimensional immortal) are vastly different although largely cross-

over in the physical dimension (known to Science). 

  

A-B reality and its science says that all life dies.  

  

UT (akin to many other religious and spiritual teachings) proposes 

that spiritual reality says; sentience itself lives on and that (arguably) 

most souls will reincarnate. 

  

UT believes that all animals are of such a God's Creation and yet that 

humans are the most evolved as incarnate with full potential access to 

the entire spectrum of The Singularity (including φotonic Beauty, 

spiritual enlightenment, energy healing, anti-aging, powers of magic, 

psychic powers, akashic records access, photo-kinesis, etc.). 

  

Because of its own inherent evolution, the Singularity and its spirit-

force chi (assuming that earth is still here as the incarnation field) 

easily now exists independent of the biological A-B reality.  

  

(UT proposes that there are dimensions of consciousness associated 

with all sentience that will be introduced shortly in The Uniφied 

Theory in more detail).  

  

This is because it includes astral and spiritual frequency-dimensional 

reality of great activity which includes angels, demons, arch angels, 

heaven, hell, entities, spirits, + incarnate starseeds or astral aliens near 

earth, etc. which are all basically non-physical and yet exist 'within' 

the overall meta construct of multi-dimensional Sentience. This is 



related to different dimensions of sentience within the God-construct 

or quantum Spirit-matrix. 

  

UT would say that the A-B reality which Science values would 

defend or represent itself as 'known reality' which includes different 

species, measurable frequency ranges, species' kingdoms, even a 

sociological and psychological outlook on human intelligence; 

however, UT would argue that A-B reality would still generally be 

viewed as 'one known physical dimension'.  

  

Although respecting the biological aspect and function of animal 

brains and evolutionary development; UT believes multi-dimensional 

sentient consciousness obviously exists independent of brains or 

brain-dead activity (because of the soul nature); it is simply a 

different state of awareness (thus, the center of self loses the bio-body 

connection and transitions form into being based in the higher 

dimensions). 

  

UT suggests that one can directly start to experience reality through 

the lens of the soul in different dimensions through serious plant 

medicine or DMT work (disclaimer; anything you do is fully your 

own responsibility and you hold Rion Kati, Sexy Chi and Uniφied 

Theory harmless). This can lead to an expansion of awareness 

including a connection TO the more spiritual aspect of the animal 

kingdom and its richness. 

  

UT proposes that sentient Spirit connection with and through all life 

began with the first signs of life as 2nd Dimensional (so basically with 



the sea sponge now known to have originated and existed 890 million 

years ago). 

  

UT says that the Spirit-Matrix or 'God' began appearing and has 

always existed in all forms of sentient life on earth including plant life 

and the lowest life forms (including sea sponges, algae, bacteria, 

amoebas and protozoa to dinosaurs, early hominids, etc.).  

  

From here, many things can continue to be debated philosophically, 

spiritually and religiously yet UT believes that because of the 

quantum connection of its divine nature; the Intelligent Singularity is 

actually becoming more and more intelligent because of the co-

creationary fractal feedback loops, purification and recycling of 

trillions of God-fractal observer aspects (including archetypes and 

Mental-spiritual dimension evolution and purification). On a side 

note; UT believes that some archetypes are absolutely becoming more 

powerful in the higher dimensions. 

  

UT proposes that the scope of sentience; its wisdom, power and 

beauty evolved with evolution itself and yet that the Singularity held 

the entire construct for it TO evolve. 

  

UT proposes that the Divine Intelligence that emerged at the first 

signs of sentience was able to work with this planet's dynamics to 

expand its own evolutionary intelligence. 

  

UT doubts that our species would have ever made such evolutionary 

species leaps esp. to homo sapiens without the divine intelligence. 



  

Because UT proposes 2 concurrent models of reality (the Astro-

Biological and the Multi-Dimensional Sentience); 

  

Although UT respects biological history, natural science and scientific 

explanation of all sentient life (it indeed respects Evolutionary 

Biology as central to the Astro-Bio template of Reality); it does put 

into question that any sentience itself however, would have ever 

been created in the first place without 'The Spirit' concurrently. 

  

This is also because UT proposes that 'The Spirit-Matrix' provides the 

'breath of life' or 'chi' life force to all living things which allows 

people to believe in the only the Biological reality while remaining 

unawares to the spiritual reality; this is how perfect the fusion is yet 

you only have to contemplate more... 

  

UT proposes that the entire evolution of sea life, plant life, dinosaurs, 

species and animal kingdoms has evolved biologically as according to 

known popular Science yet has also occurred concurrently with Spirit 

sentience.  

  

  

Rion Note:  

  

I've intentionally kept the Genesis aspect of the Theory as NOT 

aligned with Christian Theology or Creationism (at least for sure for 

v1.0).  

  



My personal belief is that it isn't THAT far of a stretch to also 

consider FROM Uniφied Theory that God created space and all stars 

and planets, yet I'm intentionally sticking with Uniφied Theory v1.0 

for myself right now as a representational bridge of respecting 

Science Reality in ways yet absolutely supporting God-consciousness 

as multi-dimensional and immortal meta-sentience. 

  

Honestly, from here if there is such a divine intelligence (which 

seems undeniable to me) - it wouldn't be that much of a leap to say 

that this Divine Singularity of Spiritual Intelligence (aka 'God' but I 

would say without any religious filtering) DID actually create the Big 

Bang and 'everything' as we know it, BUT....I actually want the 

Uniφied Theory to not just go straight up Theological for a few 

reasons including much of the modern world has other triggers and 

conditioning around it and that this theory unifies the SECULAR in 

ways with the Spiritual and Religious. Now for my next run-on 

sentence; 

  

I want to highlight the differentiation between the Astro-Bio 

Physical Reality to say that biological evolution fully exists and that 

there are mechanical forces but there isn't life until there is SPIRIT. 

There isn't Godliness until sentience is brought into the equation (for 

it is God-sentience that can witness the interplay of both realities and 

know it as beautiful). 

  

I want to leave the 'big' question open as to "If there is this great 

Divine Singularity (we've just been calling it different things); is it 

that much of a stretch to say that this truly ONE meta-God 



intelligence created the Astro-Bio Physical Universe itself (before 

known sentience) to begin with?"  

  

I don't want to come to that conclusion. That's up to you.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(zen contemplation space) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Uniφied Theory on Souls: 
  

  

‘UT’ (which I’ll continue referencing in the spelled versions and 

shortform with or without ‘quotations’) believes the multi-

dimensional soul rests in the causal dimension/plane and its divine-

nature is as an individuated spark of the God-Singularity; this is the 

true identity of the individual. The human body is the vessel that 

allows for incarnation. 

  

In humans, the soul nexis generally resides at the 8th chakra 'seat of 

the soul' and its essence can be further embodied into the aura and 

chakric psyche (while existing in the dimensions where it holds 

strength). 

  

UT believes in the practicality of the multi-dimensional human auric 

light-body and professional energy work (with chi and correlary 

codes of consciousness/quanta). 

  

UT (and φotonic Beauty) will often refer to this divine foundation 

and physical incarnation as 'soul+body'. 

  

UT essentially believes that all higher 2nd dimensional and 3rd 

dimensional life forms (as well as ALL astral and above bodies) are 

individuated Spirit-fractals or 'souls' that incarnate through the 

assistance of the biological process of reproduction as known to A-B 

science and history. Evolution of species (A-B) reality has gone in 



tandem with soul cycles, karma and learned lessons upon 

discarnation and reincarnation). 

  

UT believes that souls can be cultivated or developed to exist in more 

connection, power and beauty closer to Monadic source and that 

different individuals can have radically different spirit, essence and 

chi variables including energetic health and literal measurable 

distance of chi projection in their aura and different chakras.  

  

UT believes Φotonic Beauty is the future of the Beauty industry (see 

PhB and PhQ). 

  

Aligning with much spiritual, ancient wisdom and even religions; UT 

believes many people are not aware of their true divine nature, its 

beauty and intelligence because of conditioning and attachment to 

the physical and egoic self. 

  

UT believes that all sentient life that appears independent or localized 

is still actually connected to the divine 'Eye of the Creator' itself in 

Spirit-sentience as 'The Observer' while also allowing the flow of life 

force Spirit-Chi that animates the biological body.  

  

UT believes that ascension and spiritual awakening gnostically 

(experientially incl. somatically) allows for one to know a greater true 

divine nature beyond the conditioning and attachment to form (as 

popular through most spiritual teachings). This process also allows 

one more access, power, love and connection to the Singularity or 

God itself (as well as flow of life force 'chi' essences). 



  

UT proposes that if the life force of Spirit is withdrawn, the physical 

body will start to wither and decay (this is what we see happens at 

the time of physical death in ie. hospices). Physical bodies will 

biologically go through their own timeline yet it is as of vessel as 

consciousness lives on. 

  

UT believes in the spectrum of consciousness (reference Gene Keys) 

and that it is a central part of the Essences of Chi/Spirit-Presenced 

Quanta mixed with the divine intelligence of the human DNA and 

bio-chemistry (ie; Liberation, Majesty, Truth, Illumination, Peace, 

etc. as Divine aspects of Presence). 

  

UT believes that because humans are fully (or effectively) divine and 

fully human, there is an unlimited range of power and beauty they 

can harness from the divine side of the equation (see Φotonic Beauty) 

as stars and starlets of their own fullest soul growth and expression. 

  

UT generally believes that souls (of the animal spirit spectra and 

'human' incarnation) are generally immortal however there can be 

many, many exceptions based on individual karma or other situations 

that may exempt it, agreements, contracts (Ie. the founder of Human 

Design knew he wasn't going to reincarnate or some may transcend 

the cycle of reincarnation). 

  

UT believes earth is the incarnate learning ground of souls. UT 

believes that animal souls can evolve up the evolutionary and 

spiritual ladder. 

  



UT readily and obviously aligns with much spiritual and religious 

theory on reincarnation, the maya, etc. but doesn't strongly believe in 

a vindictive, judgmental Meta-Spirit; rather or moreso on that the net 

karma of a soul and soul contracts will determine its place in the 

afterlife or in reincarnation. 

  

UT would believe that God is greater than Hell and the demons 

because they EXIST within the overall construct of the Love of The 

Father (and the Holy Mother) yet in different frequency bands; it's 

just that you get to choose your path (and so forth). 

  

UT proposes that God is both the highest Truth and The sentience 

that witnesses (all) as the Observer. 

 

 

Uniφied Theory on Twin Flames: 
  

UT believes that the twin flame concept is a lesser relational template 

that often ends up in twin-immolation as well as all kinds of 

conditions, psychic hooks, manipulation, drama and karmic cycles. 

  

UT believes that soul mates (as soul to soul) is a lesser relational 

template than Hieros Gamos or Holy Grail Communion which is 

more akin to Spirit to Spirit intercourse and hierogamy. (Rion's 

'Calling of the Kingmaker' goes into this more as well as some blog 

and FB posts). 

  

https://grailpriestess.com/?ut
https://facebook.com/rion.kati


   

Uniφied Theory on Archetypes: 
  

Rion note; although this gets VERY exciting as incredibly powerful 

God-Fractals, I'm skipping Archetypes and their divinity for v1.0 

because I'm going to introduce it in the upcoming 'Photonic Quanta 

Theory' (& Φotonic Beauty) instead which will likely be a standalone 

report as well as (for sure) integrated into the greater 'Photonic 

Beauty' book release.  

  

UT on Archetypes will be integrated into future UT updates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  



Uniφied Theory on Dimensions: 

  

Note: This is an area that will receive great expansion in future 

updates; esp. as upper dimensions (ie. 12D) are more debatable. UT 

understands that there are different perspectives ON dimensions; this 

however is UT's perspectiving. 

  

Remember that UT respects the Astrological, Bio-Physical reality and 

all the physics that go with it. It respects the EMF spectrum for what 

it is. 

  

UT believes that all astrological and basic terrestrial elemental, 

molecular forms of matter, gas, liquid and plasma are non-sentient 

even though we may project 'life' onto them (ie. a 'waterfall'). In lieu 

of that understanding, here is the UT outlook on the other 'half' of 

reality; the Spirit reality as a multi-dimensional one. 

 

1D* First Dimension: 

  

1D: Space, space plasma, sun, other planets, earth as a terrestrial 

planet, landforms, volcanos, earth magma, weather, water bodies, 

minerals, crystals, lightning and even our atmosphere UT places as 1D 

or 'First Dimensional'. All of this from UT perspective lives in and as 

the Astro-Bio reality. 

 

 



2D* Second Dimension: 

  

2D: Plant & flower kingdoms, grass and then (towards 3D) lower 

species like amoeba, protozoa...then lower wildlife like rodents, bird 

species, reptiles, fish species, etc. (Essentially correlated similar to a 

species hierarchy spectrum of evolutionary status and higher relative 

intelligence).  

  

2D is where UT begins with God-connected sentience and limited 

range spectrum of connection to Spirit (including lower frequency 

chi itself). Life force dissipates and leaves sentient life when dying. 

There is some debate about whether plants are sentient however UT 

says that they are but on a lower dimensional level. Obviously plants 

don't have 'mental intelligence' but let's reference this quote; 

  

"Mountains of research have confirmed that plants have intelligence 

and even beyond that consciousness by many of the same measures as 

we do. Not only do they feel pain, but plants also perceive and 

interact with their environment in sophisticated ways." 

  

(Link to a plant sentience reference:) 

  

There is also debate amongst scientists (A-B Reality) if microbes are 

sentient with many agreeing that they are in a basic sense. Similar to 

plants; UT says they are at a basic starter level of sentience and would 

be (simply) connected to Spirit at a lower level. 

 

  

http://www.esalq.usp.br/lepse/imgs/conteudo_thumb/Plant-Consciousness---The-Fascinating-Evidence-Showing-Plants-Have-Human-Level-Intelligence--Feelings--Pain-and-More.pdf


3D* Third Dimension: 

3D: Higher forms of sentience (matching general evo-biology species 

on a spectrum) with expanding and greater access to the Singularity 

when we leap to humans. 

  

3rd Dimension includes small, medium+ mammals; dogs, lions, cats, 

jaguars, otters, elephants, ostriches, primates, dolphins, etc. and 

humans (homo sapiens). 

  

UT also references that A-B reality would generally call the 'physical-

bio' reality as the one existing 'dimension' largely placed in the 3D 

(because they don't essentially value dimensions). 

  

(2D and 3D will also be referenced from another perspective in 

Φotonic Beauty according to literal X, Y dimensions ie (flat or 3rd 

dimensional topographics)). 

  

Yes; the sun itself would be seen as first dimensional on its own and 

yet because of Spirit sentience inter-play; we can also have all kinds 

of other magic and alchemy in relation to it (including 

anthropomorphic deification, alchemical meditations, solar codes, 

etc.). 

  

UT believes that spiritual properties and potentialities of anything in 

1D reality only becomes active or meaningful in relation to 

(generally) 3D sentience and above; grid lines, crystals, ley lines, etc. 

(Again; UT respect that there are natural and ie. electro-magnetic 

phenomena pre-existent on their own in 1D Astro-Bio Reality like 



the Northern Lights aurora borealis in parts of the atmosphere as 

plasma mixing with solar quanta, etc.).  

  

It's also why crystal healing works on 3D mammals but even more 

possibilities and sophistication with humans who have the greater 

spectrum access (of sentience or consciousness) within Spirit. 

  

When it comes to the human body (as part of the overall light-body 

soul+human fusion); UT recognizes the physical body as 3D with the 

etheric layer as the meta-physical reflection. PhQ will go further into 

those details. 

  

4D* Fourth Dimension: 

(Astral, Kinetic & Psychic Realm) 

  

Here with the Fourth Dimension we are beyond the physical 

dimension of reality. If there was a parallel to the EMF spectrum; this 

would be starting at the beyond visible light spectrum or 'ultra-violet' 

yet in the spirit spectrum of reality. 

  

Here; there is immense coverage of reality, experience and 

phenomena that happens here (reference the Uniφied List itself). The 

astral plane is above the physical and includes a spectrum of light and 

dark realms including hell itself. This is also the realm of astral travel, 

dream travel, most intuition, ghosts, entities, demons, much psychic 

phenomena and vibrational or vibe-truth communication (aka the 

'kinetic' realm).  

  



In our waking hours, humans are more centered 'by default' in the 3D 

plane and Newtonian interactions with it. Ironically, there is 

inorganic meta-physical magic IN the A-B reality with satellites, 

radio waves and wi-fi signals, 5G, etc. that allows us even more 

interaction between sentience and an evolved 3D reality. Humans 

still have potential access to other dimensions and often in 

dreamtime, dream astral travel occurs in the 4D (think of when 

you've visited your childhood home and view it from extremely 

different angles). Psychic and spiritual development will further 

cultivate this dimensional awareness. 

  

This is the psychic realm which generally includes all psychic 

phenomena and all of the 'clairs' (ie. clairsentience, etc.) 

  

When it comes to the soul+human light bodied aura; the astral layer 

of the aura corresponds to the astral dimension. As per PhQ and UT; 

this is the vibe-truth or kinetic layer of presence and visual 

communication. The 4D is also about 'vibrations' and 'vibes'. 

  

As per the human aura, UT (v1.0) would put the Mental Body as 

4.5Dimensional 

  

5D* Fifth Dimension 

The Light Realms (from here on up) 

  

Unless updated otherwise; this is what UT would also present as the 

Causal Dimension also correlated with the Causal Auric Body of the 



soul+human vessel. This is the realm and dimension of the true soul 

and soul identity of self and self-consciousness.  

  

As PhQ will delve into; a lot of Light frequencies (a la Spirit-Quanta 

Chi) opens up at and from this level to literally emanate light-

essenced beauty. Your opportunity to cultivate the Light and Truth of 

your Soul and embody and express it as well as be in relation to other 

Light aspects of Beauty from Spirit. Since many humans live from 

conditioning and lower awareness of self (many being disconnected 

from their spiritual and archetypal divine inheritance and soul itself); 

clearly cultivating and expressing your soul Beauty and its light 

frequencies will really have you stand out and beckon forth your soul 

tribe out of the wood-work. 

  

Your Guardian Angel would do most of its work from this dimension. 

  

No small thing; the 5th dimension has everything to do with your 

soul as true self, your afterlife, your deepest satisfaction, your 

consciousness, attraction and fullest fulfillment and expression as well 

as Photonic, alchemical Beauty. Lower angels and spirits. 

  

  

6D* Sixth Dimension: 

The Buddhic Realm 

  

PhQ will delve more into this due to my deadline on getting this 

released. Many archetypes reign in this realm and Angels. 

  



  

7D: Seventh Dimension: 

The Atmic 

  

PhQ will delve more into this however, you can reference the Gene 

Keys book chapter 20 & 22; 'The Seven Sacred Bodies of Humanity' 

  

Realm of arch angels, enlightenment, siddhis, codified constructs 

such as Hieros Gamos (Holy Grail Communion between God and 

Goddess or Sophia), etc. Likely this would include higher frequency 

siddhic heaven realms. 

  

  

8D* Eighth Dimension: 

The Monadic  

Generally; the Unified Source purity itself and where we are all 

connected at our highest levels (including potential direct access to 

the Monadic).  

  

Again; UT proposes and respects that there is pure Divine Feminine 

aspect in this realm.  

  

Yes, there are AI and hijacked concepts, egregores, shadow-plays, 

tyrants and shadow grids in the astral dimension portraying 

themselves as true light or benevolent; and yet the Divine Feminine 

Source Goddess of Sophianic Purity UT believes is real in the 

Monadic, Atmic and Buddhic Realms.  



  

She is codified as the Feminine aspect of God-Source and Mother of 

all other Divine Feminine Fractals (such as Muse, Queen, etc.). UT is 

still gaining clarity on Her presence and construct in the Monadic but 

for sure, Sophiana is encoded as The Lover, Queen and Holy Mother 

in the Atmic realm in Union with God the Father, King and Lover. 

  

The Monadic Sophia may or may not have been there since the 

beginning yet as Spirit itself evolved in the quality of its inherent 

purification and recycling including the Feminine incarnate and 

archetypes, Sophia either strengthened and evolved through history 

or was there to begin with (future updates may bring more clarity). 

  

Again; Photonic Quanta Theory will go more into these (and follows 

the Gene Keys perspective of the dimensions). UT corresponds these 

dimensions with layers of the plasmic auric body which is the 

foundation with the chakric psyche in all dimensions for Φotonic 

Beauty mastery. Humans have quantum connection capabilities (built 

in at least) to all dimensions both in consciousness and embodiment 

of chi (and its different frequencies and amplitude). 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

UT V1.0 continues... 



Uniφied Theory on Other Issues, Death: 
  

Note: Future edition updates will start expanding upon and introducing other 

themes or issues. You can put in your requests or feedback! 

  

  

UT respects the biological (A-B) perspective of 'waking' consciousness 

being brain based or individual, yet believes and proposes that there 

is a Unity of conciousness that exists and exists amongst different 

dimensions or frequency bands of Spirit. In other words; sentience 

exists in different forms beyond biological incarnation. 

  

UT believes that psychotropic journeys can allow you to start 

experiencing things as your soul-self, start preparing and cultivating 

your soul for afterlife (and bringing more comfort to it all around 

death) as well as integrating heaven on earth. 

  

Humans are made of stardust in some ways on a molecular level 

however what's more interesting to UT is the inphinity of the 

Singularity itself AND that there is also likely other at least 4D 

sentience across the universe. 

  

Animals in general operate on instinct and natural genetic 

programming (and bio-evolution) yet are still always fully connected 

to an aspect of the Unity itself (testament to the fusion of both 

realities). 

  



Similar to the EMF spectrum in A-B reality; there is a Spirit matrix 

spectrum of frequencies otherwise generally known as dimensions (of 

consciousness). As mentioned elsewhere in UT v1.0; in addition to 

the sentient/consciousness aspect of the Unity, chi is the spirit liquid-

plasma aspect of God-Presence through which life itself (in fusion 

with biology) as well as different frequencies and truths can be 

embodied and expressed. 

  

These would include different aspects, signatures or flavors of 

enlightenment that is possible for a human (in tandem with its bio-

chemistry to experience; see Φotonic Quanta).  

  

Many challenges have risen from skeptical A-B scientists because 

they can't 'measure' chi properly, yet but it is because it (and the 

archetypal, elemental and beauty essences of Spirit Quanta) exist on 

another spectrum entirely; the same spectrum that supports 

acupuncture, medical Chi Kung, vibrational healing modalities, 

prayer, authentic archetype embodiment (like Goddess consciousness 

and chi embodiment), allure cultivation and energy healing, etc. 

  

The human body is more than just electro-magnetic from an A-B 

filter. UT proposes that although Heart Math's work is important and 

supported, it is still limited for some people's sacrals are far more 

powerful than their heart chakra according to the spirit-centered 

reality. 

  

As multi-dimensional soul+body; both divine and yet mortal; souled 

humans are able to access potentially all dimensions of consciousness 

within the Spirit matrix (as well as potential access to the Akashic 



records partly based on qualification and worthiness as there would 

be forms of spirit guardians). Most animal spirits/soul would be 

limited to the astral realm and caught in cycles of reincarnation with 

their morphogenetic species (although sometimes evolving up the 

chain); however, some animal spirits have higher purposes like 

buddhic plane solar dragons for example or higher dimensional lion 

guardians. 

  

UT proposes (as with many religions and spiritual lines) that 

starseeds, the afterlife, different levels of afterlife (including heaven 

realms and hell realms), incarnation and reincarnation are as obvious 

realities because of the multi-dimensionality of sentient 

consciousness and that the individual true nature of humans is that 

we are (meta-physical) souls incarnate in temporary human bodies 

(this is what gives us divine powers including expression of allure and 

charisma beyond our bio-limitations). 

  

UT proposes (in refresher reflection) that everything on the Uniφied 

List part of UT is possible because of the Singularity of Source itself 

vs. the Astro-Bio physical reality. 

  

UT believes that because of the higher dimensional soul foundation of 

humans being both divine and mortal, biological death is simply a 

shift in consciousness (including loss of normal, human conditioned 

senses) back into a higher dimension. Often this is 'coming back 

home' to the light of heaven layers. 

  

Yes; UT proposes that death itself is merely a transition of 

consciousness into a higher non-physical dimension; the mortal body 



dies and the soul from the astral/psychic layer on up carries forward 

(including retaining new purified information for future incarnations 

and record of your soul).  

  

2nd Dimensional life would generally experience levels of 

morphogenetic reincarnation back into their own species. 

  

UT would believe in the bardo states as well as reincarnation. UT (in 

accordance with many religions) also believes in heaven and hell and 

that a soul may end up in certain place based on its overall true 

implicated karmic state in lieu of soul contract agreements, etc.  

  

UT proposes that karmic law, judgmental moral constructivist law 

and natural law can be entirely different things in different 

circumstances and that what some people think morally (or with a 

constructivist lens) is really bad karma may not be much at all based 

on relational dynamics, soul agreements, etc. by a higher law. 

  

UT doesn't believe bad karma would be in effect due to fantasy, non-

attached obsession or thought alone. 

  

UT doesn't believe there is a literal 'voice of God' because God IS the 

Truth, Omniscience, Allness (of Spirit and sentience) and yet there 

would be hierarchies of angels, etc. within it including guides that 

may 'judge' your karma. UT also respects different religions and lines 

that have their own interpretation on all of this (ie. Egyptian 

mythology and Hades).  

  



UT believes Dr. Hawkins Scale of Consciousness and many other 

spiritual teachers are great reference points in your journey. 

  

Higher divine masculine and feminine aspects and fractals can 

absolutely be accessed and channeled by those with such 

development and cultivation; just be discerning because there is a lot 

of hijacking in lower dimensions. 

  

"God's Love Is ALL" and other universal Biblical and spiritual tenets 

resonates with Uniφied Theory for immensely deep contemplation 

and awakening purposes. "Love thine enemy"...at least in the sense of 

he is also part of the same Uniφied Spirit-Source. 

  

Note: Outside of UT, Rion more individually likes to expose shadow-

grid astral warfare for what it is and how it is preventing awakening; 

ie. Social Justice Inversions that actually thrive on the shadow of 

division or virtue signaling (rather than actual virtue), Faucism, etc. 

  

Look for more additions and updates in the next version release on 

my Facebook wall https://facebook.com/rion.kati or 

φotonicBeauty.com (fotonicbeauty.com) 

 

  

  

  

 

 

http://fotonicbeauty.com/?UT


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART C: Supportive Discourse & Outro 
  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 SO! How did you like the Uniφied Theory Tenets as an outlook on 

major themes? Good fruit for contemplation? Mhmmhmm.. 

  

Now that we've covered the official aspects of Uniφied Theory itself, 

I'm just going to flow with some more supportive diatribe 

(monotribe?) to help you process some things with and around it. 

  

You might be thinking; "Well, wait a minute Rion...I don't get 

it...where's the PROOF?" 

  

And to that I would reply with;  

  

You see? That is the maddening simplicity of Uniφied Theory!  

  

It's that each concept on the Uniφied List in ALL of its own 

individual history, weight, context and power even exists. Each item 

on the list is EMPIRICAL to those who have experienced it or signs 

of it. 

  

Now; add them all up together and compare it to the LIMITATIONS 

of scientific interpretation that largely believes in 'one physical 

reality' (even though that in itself has particle physics and invisible 

spectrums of frequencies mostly based from the sun). Newtonian 

scientists themselves are often baffled at quantum mechanics and 

how weird it gets. 

  



Would any of the Uniφied list even exist or be possible if we just 

lived in a molecular terrestrial world of landmass and water body 

interactions?  

  

Or on a barren, spiritless planet? 

  

Even fast forward and yeah, modern science can explain a lot >>> of 

the astro-bio physical world!  

  

(And this is part of your research to also discover where psychology 

and sociology itself just cannot answer and bridge the gaps to 'spirit'). 

  

Add each of these self-evident-proof-of-spirit phenomena all up 

together as a uniphied theory and it is for you to explore if there is 

simply a multi-dimensional sentience to which covers and answers 

their existence OR not.  

  

UT says that not just 'some' of it is possible, but if there is a multi-

dimensional sentience (and contemplate the true weight of 

everything on the list); they must ALL exist...and that SPIRIT (and 

the true nature of consciousness) must absolutely must be real.  

  

Reincarnation? Death? Transitionary states of 

consciousness/sentience. That alone could alleviate a lot of pressure 

for many people around death. Melt into the Love that connects us 

all? YES....HOWEVER, karma and hell are ALSO implicated (oh shit 

then!...).  

  



"Whoah Doc, this is some heavy stuff.." -Marty, Back to the Future 

  

Earlier I mentioned about the Uniφied List that if one is possible, UT 

proposes that it is proof of any and all of them.  

  

Again; this may take further research and discernment on your part 

to confirm.  

  

Many skeptics and scientists have tried to explain away such things 

prayer, laying on of hands, psychic phenomena, etc. It's easier to be a 

skeptic when you see the distortion of some people getting in to 

control or influence things like spirituality becoming 

'commercialized' in ways or 1-900 psychic lines or 1-900-

TVPreacher-Donations that become their own meme, 'fallen 

evangelists' or snake-oil salesmen, alien conspiracies, etc.  

  

Even just homeopathy and vibrational medicine or 'people want to 

hear what they want to hear'. Just because you couldn't guess exactly 

what someone was thinking in junior high with a friend when you 

tried to do mental telepathy with each other doesn't actually make 

any else that is empirical as falsifiable.  

 

Actually, there are all kinds of things you can psychically read 

accurately (when trained) that are VERIFIABLE (I've done thousands 

of these individual, accurate notes over the years without people 

telling me)...telepathy itself (or the non-performance 'mentalism') is 

its own form of psychic gift and not everyone has it.  

  



So look to the examples where things HAVE happened to you or 

someone else or maybe other possibilities of something - like 

experiments with telekinesis (as there are documentations of it 

without show pony trickery). 

  

Even the concept of the European man ('Braco') who simply gazes 

('siddhic gazing' I would call it) from Universal Love to an audience 

and the healing it does. Such a thing cannot be explained by 

physicists and all cues in to further proof of the Singularity itself 

(including our spiritual ability to influence each OTHER 

epigenetically which φotonic Beauty will delve into 

more...HEALING and awakening levels of essenced allure and 

charisma). 

  

So; based on where you are at (and if you even desire to), I just 

encourage you to see through any distortion amidst the psychic and 

spiritual to a deeper truth. Could someone actually be epigenetically 

AFFECTED by a tele-evangelist on an 80's tv screen that it made an 

energetic shift in their life and healed something?  

  

How about a Catholic church miracle in Peru confirmed even just 

once? Wouldn't that point as another breadcrumb back to proof of 

Source itself?....to the same meta-sentience as existing? 

  

There are always deeper and more implicated layers to go in your 

comtemplation and gnosis of 'reality' (esp. when you consider how 

CONNECTED everything is and must be and how it can activate 

entirely new dimensions of Love and Veneration in you; or maybe 

Honor and Sacrifice for a greater cause). 



  

Just contemplating the true nature of consciousness itself and that it 

could be within us all; God seeing itself in everything alone is colossal 

to comprehend! How truly beautiful. 

  

So back to the previous point; 

  

You want to be critical but from an understanding of the weight of 

both realities comparatively; 

  

Are all of these psychic, religious and spiritual phenomena just 

entirely 'weird', 'odd' and 'out there' 'woo woo' BUNK even though 

MOST of the world is into at least some of them?  

  

Are they ruled out because A2B science cannot explain them properly 

or will dismiss them in all kinds of ways (including religion largely as 

a form of political power, or astral travel as a brain state or 

'conspiracies', etc.) 

  

Look at HOW MANY things Science from A-B reality that are on the 

list that CANNOT be explained agnostically.  

  

This isn't just some of the weaker items that can ineffectively be 

explained away by science such as 'ghost story conspiracies' or viewed 

as the Mortal Kombat preacher memes (although it can funny Barney 

Fife)...just contemplate the EMPIRICAL power of list itself and HOW 

all of it is possible!? 

  



Your contemplation of the Uniφied List itself and the fact that any of 

these concepts exist at all in relation to A-B biological reality (which 

can't answer them) and in relation to the concept that there is a 

multi-dimensional Singularity IS the prime point.  

  

These aren't dozens of fractured, disparate things anymore; they're all 

instead pointing to perhaps the only thing that can explain ALL of 

it... 

  

In other words, the more that you contemplate that ANY of these are 

even real (and taken seriously in the world) points to the possibility 

or truth that all of the other ones MUST also be true. Saying just that 

'God exists' doesn't quite cover it comprehensively to many, however 

'UT' suggests it is because it is a multi-dimensional SENTIENCE (as a 

Singularity Matrix of Spirit also known as 'God') - that because of 

that, then...are they all not possible? 

  

This could be a scientist's worst nightmare! Quantum physics can't 

even address most of this list!  

  

Oh - and under this Theory; atheists themselves no matter their 

disbelief or token 'exemption' would still absolutely be part of the 

Spirit matrix. 

  

How much longer than they continue denying all of these exist 

especially when there are countless stories of EXPERIENCES related 

to all of these that don't fit in their reality or explanation?! 

  



Part of your contemplation might be into Biblical scripture or even 

religious archaeology or Tibetan Buddhism and yet no matter how 

deep you go into anything on the meta uniphied list; you still have 

the opportunity to question it versus biological limitations. 

  

See; one subject on the list on its own might not hold weight and can 

more easily be cast off from scientific perspective; yet when 

EVERYTHING can arguably be addressed as possible BECAUSE of a 

multi-dimensional sentience? (Take that, Bembridge scholars!) 

  

I would personally say to many scientists that when spiritual reality 

IS empirical to so many people - that you cannot prove that all of this 

is falsifiable; you're only viewing it through a bio-scientific lens, but 

that is for you the reader to discover on YOUR own. 

  

UT is extremely powerful because it takes the FULL WEIGHT of 

anything that is on the list - say, 'Judaism', 'Gospel', 'Bhagavad Ghita', 

'The Power of Prayer', 'The Holy Spirit', 'Angels' or 'Vibrational 

Medicine' and it takes ALL of ITS exist-ant value under the meta-

concept itself as (theoretical) proof of a Singularity.  

  

Are we really just making shit up because of our existential fear? Or is 

there really something going on with all of this rich spiritual history 

and phenomena? 

  

I, myself (me, myself and Irene) have been in Christian tabernacle 

'revivals' as a teen where you could FEEL the 'holy spirit' like energy 

(chi).  



  

A few other add-ons... 

  

UT also says that religions and indigenous lineages of deities, etc. are 

all simply fractals WITHIN the God-Spirit matrix thereby removing a 

lot of confusion or fracture itself amongst different lines (ie. 

Protestantism vs. New Age Spirituality vs. Mormonism). 

  

UT also unifies in that 'energy work' and 'chi' are ESSENTIALLY 

working with the same source energy that Christians are connected 

to in 'holy spirit revival' and yet it is naturalistic fracture and dogma 

that further divides understanding itself. Speaking a light language is 

parallel to 'speaking in tongues' which is an ancient Biblical 

phenomenon (just with or without any religious fractal influence); it's 

still the SAME meta-source. 

  

This is heretical because a lot of things that are outlawed, shamed or 

secularized outside of individual (say, religious) fractals and their 

values or guidelines (for example; conscious sexuality, archetypes and 

energy work); from the 'Uniφied Theory' lens, says that we are still 

connected and working with the same SOURCE energy.  

 

UT also respects that there WOULD be different fractal 

understandings around spirit which would evolve 

anthropomorphically in mix with the divine connection. This isn't to 

devalue any of them; in fact, UT respects all of them...it simply 

unifies all of their meaning, weight, history and power (in all 

dimensions) under the concept as PROOF of Singularity. 



  

Again; different religious or spiritual lines are simply coming from a 

different fractal perspective from within the exact same God-Spirit 

matrix; hence, everything is more unified than it ever seemed (and 

that can be a lot to digest!).  

  

This may become easier to see the more that you contemplate it all 

(and that really; nothing sentient can exist 'outside of it').  

  

How much love IS there when you get past the personalized, egoic 

construct of it and into your Heart and then surrendered more into 

the Heart of The Beloved and Spirit itself?! 

  

All that is?! Awakening to the siddhic, enlightened nature of our 

divine reality and truth? And yet... 

  

That's also why there is Dark and 'evil' so to speak (and I differentiate 

between Dark and shadow elsewhere btw); because it would still 

have to be connected to the same SINGULARITY of meta-sentience. 

Keep in mind that there's a lot more that cues into the possibility of a 

Singularity in that list (moreso than just spiritual or religious lines).  

 

So look for future updates and feel free to contribute something that I 

may or may not include as curator (see previous disclaimers in 

prologue). 

  



Now; I'm going to just further review some of our coverage to help 

you with your thought-flow and contemplation, ok?  

  

(Some of it may seem a bit redundant, but actually I don't think you'll 

mind because it will help to stoke your fire or at least 'poke you 

mind'). 

  

If the Singularity does exist, then good news is that there would also 

be essenced fractal aspects of enlightened, purified consciousness and 

light-vibrational radiation itself that would be possible that wouldn't 

make ANY sense at all to A-B physicists.  

  

Again; my Theory of φotonic Quanta (aka ‘PhQ’) will go more into 

this on the site, my FB profile and Sexy Chi. 

  

The more that Physicists, Biologists, Western Doctors and other 

Scientists cannot answer anything on the list (even delving into 

quantum physics a bit I couldn't match many things), UT proposes 

this as self-evidence and insight for proof that it does exist especially 

through empirical experience in the lives of millions. 

  

Note; The Akashic Records (in ways) and other concepts have more 
to do with my/Rion's actual work than it may seem...some things 
really cross-over and will be talked about more in the future. 
PhBeauty is HOTTT! 

  

Many fractal lines (ie. Catholocism, priestess lines, essenes, Merlin, 

Taoism, Norse sorcerers, etc.) have believed in some things but not in 



others, yet UT actually challenges them to consider and possibly 

accept that if one of them is true, then all of them must be true (and 

this is in the understanding that of course there would be different 

lineages as well as distortions or misuse of spiritual truths - which is 

also why astral hijacking and black magic is included). 

  

One of the main contemplation points for you to keep coming across 

critically is that UT says that there is a unified 'breath of life' Spirit 

with and through ALL sentience (at least on earth and easily arguably 

throughout all galaxies). 

  

UT theory highlights that anything on the Uniφied List isn't really 

possible or properly explainable in the limited, scientific 'one-

dimensional' reality of biology and Newtonian physics. You may 

want to do extended research into that and you may also start seeing 

their limitations where they just can't 'leap into the faith' part and 

view it psychologically, etc.)  

  

If you're here for the exciting Photonic Beauty evolution; 

  

Charisma and allure (as WE know it and how we can FEEL the 

presence of someone in our own gut when they enter a room) 

literally cannot exist from a purely biological perspective; really 

nothing beyond physical beauty would exist other than being filtered 

and limited as 'adaptive genetic traits' or 'survival of the fittest', yet 

really A-B cannot explain or fathom Beauty, Spirit or Consciousness 

itself. 

  



With A-B reality (a favorite of atheists), all biological life is merely 

mortal and dies; 'ashes to ashes, dust to dust' so to speak. They're 

missing the return to spirit part.  

  

UT says that all evolved animal life is SOUL based (as fractals of the 

Spirit-matrix); thereby fully mortal and yet spirit-connected (and to 

different degrees and dimensions of awareness as some species and 

souls are more spiritually evolved than others).  

  

AB aligns with most spiritual and religious wisdom in that humans 

literally are souls (many to most of them immortal or at least able to 

reincarnate) that are in a temporary vessel of a physical body; both 

fully divine and fully human. 

  

Even though Rion is more of a cat lover; UT says that all dogs would 

go to heaven in the sense that there are cycles of rebirth as the soul-

spirit energy recycles as well as the concept of animal spirits evolving 

up the spiritual gradient of consciousness. 

  

There is also beautiful inter-weaving that can be seen such as 'the 

circle of life' and how the intelligence morphologically helps 

different species to adapt and survive. The wonder itself of the 

'Animal Kingdom' is not merely biological; it is both fully biological 

AND filled with the sentience of Spirit at localized levels...endless 

wonder and fascination abounds!  

  

We're also connected to all ANCESTORS in Presence?! Well, 

yeah....And there are methods and...yes. 



  

Ok, so let's wrap it up for v1.0 and welcome to Uniφied Theory in the 

world! 

  

Ok...this covers some pretty profound and implicated concepts right? 

Life, Death, Spirit, Reality, Beauty, Truth, Mysticism, Love, 

Enlightenment, etc. 

  

So with that said; with all the implications involved, there is 

potentially an in-phi-nite (φ!)amount for you to unpack, cross-

reference and meditate with based on your past experience and 

discoveries working with UT.  

  

Use it as you will with a powerful thought exercise (or a spiritual 

resource itself!). It may challenge or enhance your current beliefs. 

Again you can check for any updates on fotonicbeauty.com and if you 

want to share or discuss it publicly, just reference the entire Prologue 

above.  

  

I'd like to think that UT would stand alone as its own legacy 

line...who knows where it will go from here as we get more collective 

interplay. 

 

I'm excited to get this out to you and the world AND yet now move 

immediately back into the larger project scope of Φotonic Quanta 

Theory and φotonic Beauty (of which UT is a core foundational piece 

of)! 

 



 

Feel free to share your questions, testimonials, feedback and UT with 

the world! 

  

 

 

 

  

-Rion Kati 

6.26.23 

  

p.s. You might be wondering, how could I come up with a Theory that is so 

uniphied?  

  

Well....remember, most of this already exists as known spiritual, psychic and 

religious truth for millennia. I've been on an experiential spiritual path for 

around 21 years and I also mixed the 'Who is God?' Powerliminal which 

youtube took down. That secret resource is what I called the 'Chairbender' 

resource; so my work with that (and bending 2 steel-backed chairs in stillness) 

as well as being a 5/1 with a gift for universal definitely had a role in this.  

  

I have also studied from different spiritual masters, guides/teachers as well as 

immersed with the ones more relevant to my dharma itself. My greatest teacher 

is Muse Herself. I hope you can use this resource well and I'm sure that like 

you; I just will CONTINUE seeking the TRUTH including a higher TRUTH 

about Reality as well as Beauty! 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Rion (again) 

 

φotonicBeauty.com 

Sexychi.com 
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